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This manual is intended for chemists whose first 
l a nguage is not English and who are attempting to expand 
t heir English vocabulary in the chemical laboratory area . It 
will be of most use to students who have a moderate knowledge 
of the English language and who have had some practical 
experience in a chemistry laboratory . It should be extremely 
us e ful to non-English-speaking students who plan to teach 
c he mistry (in English) or who are required to write in 
English a thesis or dissertation on a chemically-related 
topic . 
Items i n parentheses indicate British English term or 
British English spelling or American English alternate term 
or American English alternate spelling . 
Suggestions for improvement of this book are welcomed by 
the author . 
Herbert W. Ockerman, Ph.D. 
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT page 1 
FIRST AID KIT 
The "first aid" kit 
contains bandages and other 
emergency medical equipment. 
Get me a band-aid from the 
"first aid" kit. 
The adhesive tape is in the 
"first aid" kit. 
FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
A fire extinguisher is used to 
put out fires. 
Where is the fire extinguisher? 
Everyone should know how to use the 
fire extinguisher. 
FIRE BLANKET 
A fire blanket is a 
flame-resistant blanket. 
A fire blanket is used to 
extinguish a person ' s clothing on 
fire . 
A fire blanket can also be used 
to smother a fire on a bench or 
other flat surface. 
SHOWER 
A shower can be used to remove 
chemicals from the body. 
A shower is also effective when 
clothes catch fire . 
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EYE WASH 
An eye wash is used to dilute 
and wash away chemicals which have 
gotten into an eye . 
Know where the eye wash is 
located so that you can find it 
with your eyes closed . 
Be sure you know how to operate the 
eye wash . 
TELEPHONE (PHONE) 
Dial phone numbers carefully to 
prevent reaching a wrong number . 
Write the telephone number of 
the fire department here 
Write the phone number of the 
emergency squad here 




WARNING LABELS, WARNING SIGNS 
Warning labels or signs can 
alert the laboratory worker to 
hazards. 
The "caution" sign means BE 
CAREFUL! 
The "explosive" sign means the 
chemicals can be very reactive and 
may behave in a manner similar to a 
bomb. 
"Biohazard" and the 
accompanying symbol signify a 
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(CORROSIVE ) 







( STERILE J 
KEEP IN 
REFRIGERATOR 
( OUT OF ORDER l 
SAFETY EQUIPMENT page 3 
"Radiation hazard" and the 
accompanying symbol indicate the 
presence of radioactive material. 
"Wear your goggles " to protect 
your eyes . 
"Danger" signifies a hazardous 
area. 
"Flammable" indicates the 
possibility of fire. 
Acid or alkali can be very 
"Corrosive". 
"Poison" can be fatal to 
people . 
"Use in hood" (use in fume 
cupboard) suggests appropriate 
ventilation is necessary. 
"Under high pressure " means the 
liquid or gas is under pressure and 
should be handled carefully. 
"Caustic" means alkali that can 
burn the skin. 
"Avoid contact with the skin" 
means do not spill on the body. 
"Hot" signifies high 
temperature and the ability to 
burn. 
If the sample contains no 
microorganisms, it is said to be 
"Sterile" . 
"Keep in refrigerator" suggests 
the sample should be stored at a 
low temperature (less than 4 
degrees centigrade) but above 0 
degrees centigrade. 
"Out of order" sign tells you 
the equipment is broken. 
SAFETY EQUIPMENT page 4 
SAFETY GOGGLES 
Safety goggles are worn to 
protect the eyes . 
Wear safety goggles when 
working with hazardous material . 
Where are the safety goggles 
kept? 
RESPIRATOR 
Respirators are worn over the 
nose to protect the lungs from dust 
and mist . 
Respirators can filter out 
part i cles but will not protect 
against toxic gas or vapors . 
Check the filter on the 
respirator. 
WHERE IS EVERYONE GOING ? 
SAFETY EQUIPMENT page 5 
The first thing to do when working in a laboratory is to 
learn the location of the safety equipment. Find the "First 
Aid Kit" and determine what medical equipment it contains. For 
fire protection, you should know how to operate the fire 
extinguisher and the fire blanket . A shower can be used to 
extinguish c l othing on fire or to dilute chemicals spilled on 
the body . An "eye wash" can be used when the chemical spill 
is on the face or in the eyes . A very important safety device 
is the telephone which can be used to summon help, so be sure 
you know how to use it and what the emergency numbers are . 
Warning labels and signs can also be helpful in avoiding 
problems . Such labels as -- "Caution", "Explosive" , 
"Biohazard", "Radiation", "Danger", "Flammable", "Corrosive", 
"Poison", and "Caustic" -- suggest the material should be 
handled carefully or the area treated with respect . Wear 
goggles! The sign "Avoid contact with the skin" advises you to 
protect your body. "Under high and low pressure" warns you 
that the liquid or gas is under abnormal or unusual pressure . 
"Use in the hood" (fume cupboard) and "Keep in refrigeration" 
suggest special handling techniques . "Hot" is extreme heat 
and "Sterile" i s the absence of microorganisms. "Out of order" 
suggests the equ i pment will not work. Safety goggles shou l d 
be placed over the eyes when washing anything with strong 
acids or bases and any time when there is a possibility of 
an explosion. Respirators should be used when working in 
dusty or misty environments . 
WALL 
DRAWER 
LABORATORY FURNITURE page 6 
FUME HOOD (Fume cupboard) 
All chemical reactions producing 
vapors shou l d be placed in a fume 
hood (fume cupboard) . 
Volatile chemicals are handl ed i n 
a hood (fume cupboard) . 
BASE UNIT 
This base unit has 4 drawers 
and 1 door . 
A shelf is l ocated in the base 
unit behind the door . 
A counter (bench) top is norma lly 
placed on t h e base unit and 
this is usually called a 
laboratory bench . 
STORAGE CABINET 
The storage cabinet has 2 
doors . 
Get t he p l astic tubing from t he 
storage cabinet. 
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FLOOR CASE 
Put the chemicals in the floor 
case. 
Hand me the bottle that is in the 
floor case. 
This floor case has 2 sliding 
doors. 
DESK 
We will do our paperwork at the 
desk. 
This desk has 5 drawers . 
Place the book on the desk. 
TABLE 
Set the glassware on the table. 
We will hold a conference at the 
table. 
Let's sit at the table . 
FILING CABINET 
Place the laboratory data in the 
filing cabinet. 
Records are kept in the filing 
cabinet. 
File folders in the file cabinet 
contain the letters. 
LABORATORY FURNITURE page 8 
The ether extraction experiment is conducted in the 
fume hood (fume cupboard) s ince ether is very volatile. 
After the experiment is completed , the clean glassware may be 
stored in the wall cabinet, base unit, storage cabinet or 
floor case. Be sure the doo r s and drawers are closed 
after placing the glassware in storage . The next experiment 
may be set up on top of the base unit or on the table. 
After this experiment is completed , be sure to record your 
data at the desk and store t he results in the filing cabinet . 
PORTABLE LABORATORY FURNITURE page 9 
~I BACK 
LABORATORY CART (Trolley) 
A laboratory (t r olley) cart is 
used to transport supplies. 
May I borrow the cart 
(trolley) ? 
Where is the laboratory cart 
(trolley) ? 
LABORATORY CHAIR (or STOOL) 
\ Please sit in the chair. 
~May I use the stool while 
weighing my samples? 
It is not safe to stand on a 
laboratory chair or stool. 
LADDER (or Steps) 
Use a ladder (the steps) to 
reach the top shelf . 
Be careful when using the ladder 
(steps) . 
Where do we store the ladder 
(steps) when it is not in use? 
PORTABLE LABORATORY FURNITURE page 10 
Place glassware on the laboratory cart (trolley) so 
it can be taken to the laboratory bench . 
Do not stand on the laboratory stool -- use the 
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FAUCET (Tap) 
Water is transported to the lab in 
pipes or "mains" and arrives at the 
faucet (tap) . 
The faucet (tap) is a valve to 
control the flow of water. 
Turn off the faucet (tap) . 
MIXING FAUCET (Mixer Tap) 
Both hot and cold water are 
controlled by the mixing faucet 
(mixer tap) . 
This mixing faucet (mixer tap) 
has a swive l gooseneck (spout) . 
Hot water is controlled by the left 
valve of the mixing faucet (mixer 
tap) and may be hot enough to 
burn your hand. 
SINK 
Wash the glassware in the sink . 
Water drains (runs) from the sink 
and travels through the trap before 
going into the drain and then into 
t he main sewer . 
The faucet (tap) delivers water 
into the sink. 
FIXTURES page 12 
STOPCOCK 
Stopcocks are used to control 
the flow of water, gas , or air. 





main supplies of water , gas or air 
and may be used for servicing or 
emergency use. 
A label on a stopcock often 
tells you what the valve controls . 
COLD WATER 
A cold water stopcock controls 
the flow of cold (unheated) water. 
HOT WATER 
A hot water stopcock controls 
the flow of hot water and the 
water may be hot enough to burn 
your hand. 
DISTILLED WATER 
Use distilled water in this 
reaction because it has been 
distilled and contains no minerals. 
STEAM 
Steam is water that has been 
changed to a hot gaseous state 
(will burn skin rapidly) . 
AIR 
Air is often used to drive 
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GAS 
The burner is connected to the 
gas stopcock . 
Oxygen is mixed with gas to 
produce a hotter flame . 
Nitrogen is often used as a 
packaging environment to exclude 
oxygen and prevent oxidation . 
VACUUM [Less than normal 
(atmospheric) pressure] 
Vacuum is sometimes used to aid 
or accelerate filtering . 
NEEDLE VALVE 
A needle valve is used when 
sensitive control of flow rate is 
desired. 
Turn off the needle valve. 
Connect a needle valve to the 
gas line. 
SIPHON 
A siphon is used to transfer 
liquid from a higher level to a 
lower level. 
Siphon the distilled water into 
the beaker. 
How do you start the siphon? 
FIXTURES page 14 
A faucet (tap) may deliver hot or cold water 
into a sink. A mixing faucet (mixer tap) can mix 
hot and cold water to produce warm water for washing 
glassware. 
Stopcocks can be used to control a variety of liquids 
or gases. In addition to hot and cold water, the stopcock 
might regulate distilled water or even steam. Gases such as 
air, burner gas (flammable), oxygen or nitrogen are also 
often controlled by stopcocks. A lack of air or vacuum can 
also be controlled by these valves. If finer control is 
desired, a needle valve is often used. If liquid has to 
be moved from a higher to a lower level and it is not under 
pressure , a siphon is often used. 
-
I CAH FIX IT WITH A HAKKER 
•• 0 N 
N 
ELECTRICAL page 15 
ELECTRICAL OUTLET (Electrical 
Socket) 
There are four 110-volt electrical 
outlets (sockets) in this box. 
Plug the motor into the electrical 
outlet (socket) . 
There are two 220-volt electrical 
outlets (sockets) in this box . 
The plug has to be rotated prior to 
removal from this electrical 
outlet (socket) . 
~OUTLET BOX OR STRIP [Distribution board (box) ] UJ ::i This outlet strip (distribution board) may be moved to the area 
needed. 
------
In this outlet strip (distribution 
box), there are six 110-volt 
outlets, a pilot light , an on- off 
switch and a fuse. 
1 VOLTAGE I I CONTROL I The six 110-volt outlets in this 
strip (board) do not have a ground 
(earth) wire connection; 
-----5-W-I_T_C_H_ therefore , the ~quipment will not l-::::..:..:.-.:::~_:::.:..:..:::..:::...:::.:..:.... be grounded (this may be 
dangerous). 
TRANSFORMER OR POWERSTAT ("Variac") 
A variable transformer (Variac) can 
be used to control voltage from 0 
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BATTERY 
A battery is used to store 
electrical energy. 
Batteries supply direct current 
(d.c . ). 
Batteries are labe l ed with the 
amount of voltage they supply . 
This shape of battery is often 
referred to as a f l ashlight battery 
or a "dry " battery. 
BATTERY CHARGER - for acid 
batteries and only certain 
r echargeabl e " dry " batteries (e.g., 
nickel-cadmium ce ll s ) 
A battery charger i s used to 
recharge a battery . 
A battery charger converts 
alternating current (a . c . ) into 
direct current (d.c. ). 
> Some bat t eries cannot be charged 
and mu s t not be connected to a t battery charger. 
110 VOLT PLUG RATTE RY 
CONNECTIONS 
ELECTRICAL page 17 
The normal American voltage is 110 volts a . c . and can be 
obtained from outlets (sockets) that have 2 parallel 
openings. If there is a D-shaped opening below and between 
these parallel openings , this is a ground (earth) connection . 
A 220 - volt outlet (socket) has 3 curved openings arranged 
in a circle . The electrical outlets (sockets) may be 
located in the wall, in a box , on the shelf support above the 
lab bench or in a portable outlet strip (distribution box) . 
Variable transformers (Variac) are used when adjustable 
voltages are needed. Batteries are used to store and 
supply direct current (d . c.) voltage and the battery is 
selected depending upon the voltage desired . After the 
battery has been used, it will become discharged but some 
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/
CAP I GAS CYLINDER or TANK 
Many types of gases may be obtained 
in gas cylinders (tanks) . 
Gas cylinders (tanks) are 
transported by a gas cylinder truck 
(trolley ) equipped with a safety 
chain . 
The cap is removed from the gas 
cylinder (tank) and a pressure 
regulator is attached . 
PRESSURE REGULATOR 
The pressure regulator is 
used to reduce the cylinder 
(tank ) pressure and control 
the gas flow . 
The high cylinder (tank) 
pressure gauge indicates 
the amount (pressure) of gas 
in the cylinder (tank ) . 
The low line pressure gauge 
indicates pressure of gas 
flow . 
GAS CYLINDER CLAMP 
A gas cylinder clamp is used to 
secure t h e cylinder (tank ) to a 
sol i d support such as a bench or 
wall . 
Fo r s a fety purposes a ll gas 
cylin ders (tanks ) shou ld be secu red 
by gas cylinder clamps. 
STRAP HOLDS THE 
TANK OR CYLINDER TO THE I 
CYLINDER CLAMP 
CYLINDER GAS page 19 
Gases such as oxygen , nitrogen , carbon dioxide , air , 
nitric oxide , helium, hydrogen and many others are often 
available in gas cylinders (tanks) . These gases range 
from very dangerous , if inhaled , through flammable to inert. 
If the valve on the end of the cylinder (tank) is accidently 
broken off , all gases are dangerous since the rapid release 
from the cylinder (tank) will propel the cylinder (tank) 
violently in the opposite direction. For this reason , a cap 
is kept on the cylinder (tank) when it is in transit or 
not in use . Cylinders (tanks) are often transported in 
the laboratory by a 2-wheeled truck (trolley ) and secured by a 
safety chain . When placed in a laboratory , the cylinder 
(tank) i s secured to a stationary object with a gas 
cylinder clamp to prevent fa ll ing . To control the release 
of gas from the cylinder (tank), a pressure regulator 
is attached to the gas cylinder (tank) . Pressure 
regulators are usually not interchangeable for different 
types of gases . To prevent their use with the wrong types of 
cylinders (tanks) there a re several types of screw threads 
used on both cylinders (tanks) and regulators . 
OUTLET 
VACUUM AND AIR PUMPS page 20 
VACUUM AND PRESSURE PUMP 
This pump can supply a 
source of air under pressure. 
This pump can also create 
a vacuum. 
This vacuum and pressure 
pump is portable. 
VANE PUMP MOVEMENT 
~I-N_L_E_T~I 
The rotor contains 2 spring-loaded 
vanes. 
The vane pump contains a 
crescent-shaped air chamber . 
This vane pump rotates in a 
clockwise direction . 
VACUUM PUMP (Rotary Oil Pump) 
This vacuum pump can be used 
for vacuum distillation. 
The motor is connected to the 
vacuum pump by a V-belt. 
This vacuum pump contains oil 
and its level should be maintained. 
WATER 
PRESSURE 
VACUUM AND AIR PUMPS page 21 
HAND PUMP 
This hand pump can produce a 
pressure or a vacuum. 
This hand pump operates with a 
finger squeeze-type handle. 
This light-weight portable hand 
pump can be used when small 
volumes are required . 
HAND PUMP (floor model) 
This hand pump can also produce 
a pressure or a vacuum. 
This hand pump looks very much 
like an automobile tire pump. 
NIPPLE 
ASPIRATOR (Water Pump) 
The aspirator (water pump) 
produces a vacuum with the aid of 
flowing water. 
Aspirators (water pumps) are 
made of metal or of plastic. 
Six to nine liters (litres) of 
water per minute are required (pass 
through) by an aspirator (water 
pump) . 
l I WATER I DI SCHARG E ~---;.;;.,;..;=.-J. 
VACUUM AND AIR PUMPS page 22 
Vacuum and pressure or air pumps are available in 
a variety of styles. The motor driven pumps are available in 
a vane t ype or in a piston type. The hand pumps 
of some models can be driven by squeezing a trigger-type 
device and, in others --by pushing and pulling a plunger 
attached to a handle. With the aspirator-type (water 




Is this tri chl ore honeycomb ??? 
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ma i ntain cold temperatures 
above freezing and have a 
freezer section that 
maintains temperatures below 
freezing. 
Freezers usual l y have only 
one compartment that maintains 
temperatures below 0 degr ees 
centigrade . 
Volatile chemicals placed in a 
refrigerator may often cau se 
an explosion , unless the 
refrigerator is fitted 
with sealed electrical 
switches. 
DRY ICE (Solid Carbon Dioxide) 
STORAGE CONTAINER 
Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide: 
Care ! Temperature - 78 degrees 
centigrade ) storage containers 
are insulated chests used for 
storage of dry ice. 
Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) 
can freeze the skin and must be 
handled with gloves . 
Insulated storage containers 
retard the loss (sublimation) of 
dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) . 
Do not use dry ice (solid carbon 
dioxide) in unventilated 
spaces. 
COLD STORAGE page 24 
DRY ICE BOX (Solid Carbon Dioxide 
Storage or Shipping Container) 
Dr y ice (solid carbon dioxide) 
boxes are often made of 
polystyrene. 
Dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) 
boxes can be used for shipment 
or storage of perishables in a 
frozen state . 
Insulated boxes can also be 
used to keep samples hot . 
DEWAR FLASK (Thermos Flask) 
A Dewar flask (thermos flask) 
is a double-walled glass container 
with a vacuum between the walls. 
A Dewar thermos flask (thermos 
flask) can be used to maintain 
a hot or cold temperature. 
The silvered and evacuated glass 
Dewar flask (thermos flask) is 
well insulated. 
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Cold storage may be maintained in the laboratory in a 
variety of ways . A refrigerator maintains temperature 
above freezing. Below freezing temperatures may be found in 
the freezer section of a refrigerator or in a 
freezer. A freezer may be an upright model with a 
vertical door or a chest -type with the door on top. Insulated 
containers are also used to maintain temperature. They 
may be found in heavy laboratory dry ice (solid carbon 
dioxide) boxes used for storage or shipping. Dewar 
flasks (thermos flasks) are often used to maintain a cold 
temperature around a cold trap in a distillation unit. 
A HOUSE FOR YOUR SHOWMAH 
t 
HAN DLR 
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SPATULA 
A spatula is used to pick up a 
chemical sample. 
This spatula has a stee l blade. 
Where do you keep the spatula ? 
SCOOP 
A scoop is used to transfer 
larger samples . 
This scoop is made of aluminum 
(aluminium) . 
A scoop is a big spoon . 
TONGS 
Tongs are used to move small 
items of laboratory equipment. 
Use tongs to handle hot 
equipment or to handle items 
containing hazardous chemicals. 
There are many styles of tongs 
to handle equipment of different 
shapes . 
POLICEMAN 
A "policeman" is used for stirring. 
Scrape the sample from the 
container with the "policeman". 
The thin rubber blade of the 
"policeman" is flexible. 
NOTEBOOK 
Record the research data in the 
notebook. 
The notebook contains all 
the results of the experiment . 
Label all items in the notebook. 
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FOIL 
Al uminum foil is used in 
capping ~lassware . 
You can shape a disposable 
weighing dish from foil. 
Foil is packed in rolls . 




Bags are used to store samples . 
Polyethylene (polythene) bags 
are transparent . 
Disposable bags are convenient 
sample containers. 
EVAPORATING DISH 
Porcelain evaporation dishes 
are p l aced in the oven. 
Place the sample to be evaporated 
in t hi s dish. 
Evaporation dishes are 
availabl e in many sizes. 
APRON 
Use the apron to protect your 
clothes. 
Some aprons are disposable . 
Cl ean aprons are located in the 
cabinet. 
HAND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 
ASBESTOS GLOVES 
Use asbestos gloves when 
handling hot objects. 
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The crucible will burn your fingers 
unless you use asbestos gloves. 
Asbestos gloves are good heat 
insulators. 
RUBBER GLOVES 
Use rubber gloves when washing 
glassware. 
Rubber gloves are useful when 
transferring corrosive chemicals. 
Rubber gloves protect your hands. 
Do not use rubber gloves with 
hot objects. 
DISPOSABLE GLOVES 
Disposable gloves protect against 
solvents, acids and detergents. 
For bacterial protection, use 
disposable gloves. 
Disposable gloves allow a great 
deal of manual dexterity. 
Do not use disposable gloves 
with hot objects. 
WASH BOTTLE 
By squeezing the wash bottle, a 
stream of liquid is produced. 
Wash bottles are available in 
many sizes. 
Water as well as solutions or 
solvents can be delivered from a 
wash bottle. 
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DROPPING BOTTLE 




One drop can be delivered from a 
dropping bottle. 
The rubber bulb controls the flow 
from the dropping bottle. 
RUBBER BULB 
A pipet (pipette ) fitted with a 
rubber bulb is used to transfer 
liquids. 
Attach the rubber bulb to the 
pipet (pipette) . 
Always use a rubber bulb on a 
pipet (pipette ) to avoid liquids 
coming in contact with your mouth . 
BRUSH 
Use the brush for cleaning . 
Brushes are available in 
many shapes. 
Wash the glassware with the 
brush. 
CLEANING COMPOUND 
A detergent is a cleaning compound. 
Cleaning compounds may be solid, 
powder or liquid. 
Cleaning compounds are an aid in 
washing dirt from equipment. 
TISSUE 
Kleenex tissue is absorbent . 
Special tissue is used on optical 
lens. 
Use a paper towel rather than a 







' '· .... . . 
TRIPPERS 
(TAPPETS) 
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WALL CLOCK 
A wall clock is used to tell time. 
This wall clock indicates it is 12 
minutes till (to) 5 (or, four 
forty-eight) . 
Wall clocks in the U. S . have a 
12-hour cycle and p.m . indicates 
time in the afternoon (4:48 p .m. 
16:48 on a 24-hour clock). 
INTERVAL TIMER 
An interval timer is used to 
measure the time of a chemical 
reaction . 
Pull the lever down to start thi s 
type of interval timer. 
An alarm in the interval timer 




A time switch is used to start 
and stop electrical equipment 
automatically. 
The time switch will repeat 
"on" and "off" cycles every 24 
hours. 
Trippers (Tappets) in the time 
switch can be adjusted for 
different time cycles. 
HANO 
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STOPWATCH 
Use a stopwatch to accurately time 
an event . 
The crown is used to wind the 
stopwatch. 
The stopwatch crown is also used to 
stop , start and reset the timer. 
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A great dea'l of hand laboratory equipment is located"in 
almost every laboratory and a few examples are as follows . A 
spatula is used to tran$fer small quantities of a sample 
but a scoop is necessary when dealing with larger quantities. 
Tweezers or forceps are used to handl e very small items but 
tongs are necessary for handl ing l arger pieces of equipment . 
A "policeman" can be used as a stirring rod but it is also 
helpful when scraping a sample from a container . 
Laboratory data should always be recorded in a laboratory 
notebook. Foil is useful to make caps or containers 
or to wrap samples . Bags are also used as sample 
containers. An evaporating dish can be heated to drive 
moisture from the sample . Clothing and the body shou l d be 
protected with an apron a nd the hands shou l d be protected 
with gloves . Asbestos, rubber, and disposable gloves 
all offer different types of protection. Liquid may be 
dispensed by a wash bottle or a dropping bottle or with 
the aid of a pipet (pipette) and a rubber bulb. Dishes may 
be washed with a cleaning compound and a brush. A sma l l 
liquid spill may be absorbed wi th a tissue but disposab l e 
paper towe l s are necessary for l arger vo l umes of liquid . 
Timing devices take many forms a nd the wall clock is 
used to tell the time of day . An interval timer tells you 
when to stop a reaction ; a time switch s t a r ts or stops 
equipment automatically ; a nd , a stopwatch i s used when 
accu r acy is r e quired . 
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PLIERS 
Wire can be cut with one section of 
these pliers. 
NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS (Fine Nose 
~Pliers) 
~Needle (fine) nose pliers are lIJ used to handle small items . 
These needle (fine) nose pliers 
a l so have a wire cutting section . 
Needle (fine) nose pliers are 
used to bend wire . 
WIRE CUTTER PLIERS 
~~ire cutter ~lie7s are useful 
in cutting wire in tight p l aces. 
!.IJ - These wire cutting pliers are 
of the diagonal cutting type . 
Do not cut heavy wire with these 
wire cutter pliers. 
TIN SNIPS 
;;ff'~!!~a~~ips are used to cut 
Wi re can be cut with tin snips. 
~ Use the tin snips to cut the 
wire screen . 
SCISSORS, OR SHEARS (Norma l ly 
heavier ) 
Shears o r scissors are used 
to cut paper . 
Cardboard can a l so be cut with 
shears or scissors . 
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CRESCENT WRENCH (Adjustable Wrench) 
A crescent wrench will adjust 
to fit a square or a hex head nut. 
A crescent wrench is often 
called an adjustable wrench. 
Use the adjustable wrench to 
tighten the nut . 
OPEN-END WRENCH 
Select the open-end wrench to 
fit the nut . 
The open-end wrench is a 
different size on each end. 
A closed-end wrench fits around 
the nut but the open-end wrench 
fits only 2 sides of the nut. 
HEX WRENCH SET 
Use a hex wrench to turn the 
setscrew. 
A hex wrench may be part of a 
set or may be an individual wrench . 
Hex wrenches are available in 
many sizes. 
HAMMER ~ ~=F=--------11 A hammer is used for driving nails. 
l!J Don ' t hit your thumb with the 
hammer . 
Break the sample with a hammer. 
SCREWDRIVER 
A screwdriver is used to turn 
screws . 
A regular screwdriver fits a 
straight slot . 
A screwdriver that fits a 
cross - type slot is called a 
Phillips screwdriver. 
I TIP I 
l -=o~ ~A. QC>"-'~-(:, 
-~ 
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DRILL BIT 
A drill bit is used to bore a 
hole. 
Different sized drill bits are 
available. 
Place the drill bit in the drill . 
METAL FILE 
Metal files are available in 
many shapes. 
A metal file is used to shape 
me t al . 
A metal file is also used to 
etch glass. 
VISE (Vice) 
A vise (vice) is used to clamp 
items. 
This vise (vice) also contains 
a smal l anvil. 
Clamp the vise (vice) to the 
bench . 
SOLDERING GUN 
A soldering gun is used to melt 
solder. 
A soldering gun that is a large 
pencil shape is called a soldering 
- iron. 
Be careful of the hot tip on the 
soldering gun. 
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Many tools are used in the laboratory . Pliers are 
frequently used. They may be regu l ar pliers or wire 
cutter pliers . Tin snips, shears or scissors are 
used for cutting. Items are turned with wrenches such as 
an adjustable or crescent wrench, an open-end 
wrench, a closed-end wrench or a hex wrench . A 
hammer is used for driving or pounding . A screwdriver 
is a very useful laboratory tool and the two most popular 
types are regular and Phillips. Holes are dril l ed with 
drill bits and metal is shaped with a metal file. A 
vise (vice) is used to hold items and a soldering gun 
is used to solder wire joints . 
I : 
IS THE GLAS S STOPPER S TU CK ? 
CUTTER I 
' 
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TAPE DISPENSER 
Transparent tape is placed in the 
tape dispenser. 
lillilliliii...,_.._,__ Masking tape can be obtained from 
the tape dispenser. 
LABEL MAKER 
A label maker embosses 
plastic tape. 
Type the label on a label 
maker . 
LABEL 
Squeeze the handle of the 
label maker to emboss a 
letter on the tape. 
on the label . 
label is used to identify 
sample. 
Some labels are gummed. 
BALL-POINT PEN 
Use the ball-point pen for 
marking. 
Ball-point pens are available 
in many ink colors. 
Mark the label with the 
ball-point pen. 
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WAX PENCIL 
Use the wax pencil to 
write on glass . 
Some wax pencils are heat 
resistant . 
Rolled paper surrounds the wax 
in a wax pencil. 
FELT TIP MARKING PEN 
Keep the cap on the felt tip 
marking pen when it is not 
in use. 
Felt tip marking pens are 
available in many colors. 
Most felt tip marking pens 
are non- refillable . 
RULE OR RULER 
Measure the sample with the 
rule. 
The ruler is graduated in 
inches and centimeters. 
Length is measured with a 
ruler. 
CALCULATOR 
Add the numbers on the calculator. 
Calculate the percentage on the 
calculator. 
Check the math (maths) on the 
calculator. 
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Office hand tools are also useful in the laboratory. 
A tape dispenser can be used to dispense a variety of 
types and widths of tape which is normally used for sealing 
packages. A label maker is a very useful item for 
printing labels so that everyone will know where items are 
stored . Gummed labels are also useful for identification. 
Writing instruments are available in many types and would 
include a pencil, ball-point pen, wax pencil and felt 
tip marking pen. A rule or ruler is used to 
measure l inear distances . The calculator has almost 
replaced the slide rule as a method of figuring mathematics. 
-[ill--II 0 
- .. •• <> 
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PERIODIC TABI.£ OF lHE EL.EMelTS 
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PERIODIC TABLE OR CHART 
A periodic table or chart 
lists all of the elements. 
The atomic symbol , atomic 
number and atomic weight may 
be found in the periodic 
table . 
The periodic table groups 
the elements into families . 













ARE YOU SURE THIS IS WHERE YOU CAH GET A PERIODIC TABLE ? 
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The periodic table or chart is very useful in the 
laboratory. It places atoms which behave similarly into 
groups . The periodic chart also supplies a great deal of 
useful information about the elements. 
-~-~ 
HE PROPERTIES OF HE IH THE PERIODIC CHART . 
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ACETIC ACID 
Glacial acetic acid is 99 . 5% acetic acid. 
ALCOHOL 
The term alcohol refers to ethy l alcohol. 
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 
Ammonium hydroxide is 29% NH3 in water solution. 
CALCIUM HYDROXIDE Ca(OH) 2 
Lime water is a solution of calcium hydroxide. 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID HCl 
Concentrated hydrochloric acid contains 38% HCl. 
NITRIC ACID 
Concentrated nitric acid contains 70% HN03 . 
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE KOH 
Potassium hydroxide is sometimes called caustic potash . 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE Na OH 
Sodium hydroxide is sometimes called caustic soda . 
SULFURIC ACID H2so4 (SULPHURIC ACID) 




METRICS. Distinctive so l id 
black bar readily identifies 




in both systems 
of measurement . 
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Certified = highest 
Fisher Grade. 
ACS = meets reagent 
specifications of 
American Chemical 
Society , the 
universal authority. 
FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 
Chemical M1nuf8cturina Division 
F•ir lawn, New Jersey 07410 





WHERE APPLICABLE; OSHA THE SOURCE 
CLASSIFICATION FOR 
FLAMMABLE AND COMBUSTIBLE 
LIQUIDS. 
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Many classes of reagents a re fo und in the laboratory . 
For example , acids such as acetic, hydrochloric, nitric 
and sulfuric (sulphuric) are very common . Bases such ~s 
ammonium, calcium, potassium and sodium hydroxides are 
also available . Many types of alcohol are used in the 
laboratory but if only the word "alcohol" is used , it refers 
to ethyl alcohol. Reagents arrive at the lab in bottles or 
cans and they are always labeled . The label may indicate 
such things as the analysis of the reagent, the size 
or quantity of the reagent, the purity of the reagent, 
the classification of the reagent, the lot number of 
the reagent and the safety data pertinent to the reagent . 
ADD ACID TO WATER 
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Three types of molecular models 
are shown on this page and they are 
3-dimensional representations of 
organic compounds. 
Molecular models not only show 
the atoms but the bonds between the 
atoms. 
Color (colour) coded atoms of a 
definite scale are used in 
molecular models. 
Molecular models are helpful in 
understanding the 3-dimensional 
configuration of organic compounds . 
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SUPPORT OR FRAME 
A suppor t unit or 
frame can be used to mount 
a chemical apparatus. 
~~~~~~A support or frame can 
be small and simple or large 
and complex. 
A frame can sit on the 
table or mount on the wall. 
BURET (Burette) STAND 
This support unit has a base 
and a support rod. 
This type of support unit is 
sometimes called a buret 
(buret te) stand . 
This base unit of a support 
unit is sometimes porcelain or 
it may be enameled steel . 
RING STAND (Retort Stand) 
The r i ng stand (retort stand) 
is a support unit that is often 
used to hold rings. 
The ring stand (retort stand) 
can also be used to hold other 
types of clamps. 
A ring stand (retort stand) and 
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TRIPOD 
A tripod can serve some of the 
same f unctions as a ring stand 
(retort stand) . 
A tripod is not adjustable in 
height. 
This tripod is equipped with 
removable concentric rings . 
BURET CLAMP (Burette Clamp) 
A buret (burette) clamp is 
attached to a vertical support rod. 
The buret (burette) clamp holds 
2 burets (burettes). 
The graduations on the buret 
(burette) are not obscured by a 
buret (burette) clamp. 
CLAMP HOLDER 
A clamp holder which may hold a 
clamp is attached to a support. 
Clamp holders are available in 
many styles . 
A thumbscrew (boss head) is used to 
secure the clamp holder to the 
support. 
CLAMP 
A clamp is held by a clamp holder. 
This clamp has 2' adjustable jaws. 
Small and medium size objects can 
be held with this type of clamp. 
CHECKNUT 
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CLAMP WITH HOLDER 
Clamp with holder is a 
clamp and clamp holder in 
one unit. 
This clamp and holder has a 
stationary jaw and a movable jaw . 
The checknut allows the clamp 
to be rotated in relation to the 
holder. 
A SUPPORT OR FRA"E IS HELPFUL . 
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A support or frame is made from vertical and 
horizontal bars . Small versions are vertical bars attached to 
a base. These may be called support units or ring 
stands (retort stands) . Rings are often attached to 
the ring stand (retort stand) . A ring with 3 legs 
attached is called a tripod. A buret (burette) clamp 
attaches a buret (burette) to a support rod . Clamp 
holder and clamps or a clamp with holder attaches 
objects to support units. 
SHOULD I BE USING A CLA"P HOLDER ? 
.... 
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GLASS TUBING 
Glass tubing is available in 
many sizes. 
n 
Most glass tubing can be 
softened in a gas-air flame . 
Different types of glass tubing 
have different degrees of hardness . 
CAPILLARY TUBING 
Glass tubing with a small 
internal bore (hole) is called 
capillary tubing. 
Capillary tubing can be 
used to make capillary pipets 
(pipettes) . 
Melting points are often 
determined in very thin 
capillary tubing. 
GLASS ROD 
A stirring rod can be made from a 
glass rod. 
Glass rods are often made from 
soft glass. 
A glass rod does not have a 
hole in the center:-
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BALL AND SOCKET JOINT 
A ball and socket joint is used 
to join glass tubing . 
A ball and socket joint 12/2 
indicates a ball of 12 mm in 
diameter and a bore of 2 mm . 
A ball and socket joint is 
useful when alignment is difficult. 
0-RING JOINT 
An 0-ring joint provides a rigid , 
greaseless , vacuum tight seal . 
The glass tubing is joined by an 
0-ring joint. 
Place the 0-ring between the 
0-ring joint. 
STANDARD TAPER GROUND GLASS 
JOINT ("Quickfit") 
A standard taper ground 
- ~lft~~iF====o====.~1 1 glass joint (quickfit) of lu.L~·~·~~~=~=-;~fliillJ!i!!l· WEA' --- - ~ 24/40 indicates a 24 mm 
diameter at the widest point 
and 40 mm long . 
The standard taper ground 
glass joint (quickfit) is 
often used to connect a flask 
to a condenser . 
Springs are used on some 
standard taper ground glass 
joints (quickfits) to hold 
them together . 
PINCH CLAMP 
A pinch clamp can be used on a 
ball and socket and an 0 - ring joint . 
T---=-=-===--•1 Some pinch clamps have a screw 
I locking device . 
1..-=----The pinch clamp has a spring 
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GLASS STOPCOCK 
A glass stopcock may have a 
teflon or glass plug. 
A glass stopcock is used to 
control flow. 
A nut often holds the plug in the 
stopcock. 
CONDENSER 
A condenser cools a vapor and 
changes it into a liquid. 
Cold water is circulated through 
the condenser . 
The condenser contains a 
condensing tube surrounded by a 
water jacket. 
TEST TUBE 
A test tube is an elongated 
glass container often used for 
chemical reactions . 
Heat the sample in the test tube . 
There are many sizes of test 
tubes. 
·~r': 
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TEST TUBE HOLDER 
A test tube holder is used when 
heating the tube. 
The test tube hol der has 
self-closing jaws. 
A spring keeps the jaws closed on 
the test tube holder . 
TEST TUBE RACK 
Test tube racks are made of 
wood, wire , plastic or metal. 
This test tube rack holds 12 
tubes . 
This test tube rack does not 
have drying pins . 
WATCH GLASS 
The watch glass will allow 
steam to escape from the beaker. 
Evaporate the sample in the watch 
glass . 
Watch glasses are available in 
many sizes . 
SAFETY HAND GRIP 
Use the safety hand grip when 
pushing glass tubing through a 
~~1,~;;;;;;;;~==i stopper. 
When breaking glass tubing , use the 
hand safety grip. 
The safety hand grip can handle 
glass tubing of different sizes. 
0 
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GLASS TUBING CUTTER 
The glass tube cutter is used 
for scoring the tube. 
Some glass tube cutters contain 
a hot wire . 
After cutting the tube with the 
glass tube cutter, the cut end 
of the tube should be polished in a 
flame . 
A GLASS TU81HG CUTTER WORKS BETTER . 
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Glass does not react with most chemicals and , 
therefore, is used in the chemical laboratory. Glass 
tubing, capillary tubing and glass rods are the most 
common types of glass pieces used in the lab. Glass 
tubing is often joined with ball and socket, 0-ring or 
standard taper ground glass (quickfit) joints. The 
joints are held together by gravity , springs or 
pinch clamps . Stopcocks are used to control flow through 
tubing or containers . A condenser is tubing fitted 
with a water jacket . Test tubes are small containers and 
a test tube holder is used when heating the tubes . To 
keep the tubes in order and hold t h em upright , they are often 
placed in a test tube rack. A watch glass is often 
p l aced above a beaker to condense some of the boiling material 
and return it to the beaker . Hand safety grips should be 
used when holding glass tubing and a glass tubing 
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BEAKER 
A beaker may or may not have a 
spout (lip) . 
Beakers are made of glass, 
plastic or steel . 
Many sizes of beakers are used. 
BOTTLE 
Store the chemical in the bottle. 
Bottles may be clear or amber 
or various other colors. 
Bottles are made of glass or 
plastic. 
ERLENMEYER FLASK (Conical Flask) 
An Erlenmeyer (conical) flask 
is a convenient container for 
mixing chemicals . 
The graduations on an Erlenmeyer 
(conical) flask are only 
approximate. 
Some Erlenmeyer (conical) flasks 
have a standard taper joint on the 
top. 
PAIL OR BUCKET 
Pails or buckets are made 
from metal or plastic. 
A large container with a handle i s 
called a pail or bucket. 
Pour the liquid into the bucket 
(or pail) . 
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FLORENCE FLASK 
Flat bottom Florence flasks are 
used in some experiments. 
This Florence flask has a 
standard taper joint but some do n ot . 
Boil the sample on a hot plate in 
the Florence flask . 
VIAL 
A vial is a small container. 
Store the sample in the vial . 
This vial has a cap but some 
are closed with a stopper . 
CAP 
Caps are made of plastic or metal . 
Place the cap on the bottle. 
Most caps have a cardboard or 
f oi l liner . 
STOPPER (Rubber or Plastic Stopper) 
A stopper may be solid or 
conta i n ho l es. 
The l arger t h e stopper number 
(e . g ., #6 ), the l arger the stopper. 
Cl ose the f l ask with the stopper. 
(!] GLASS STOPPER 
Th i s glass stopper has a penny 
head . 
The standard taper size of a 
glass stopper i ndicates the 
d i ameter of the ground zone at the 
widest p oint. 
Place the glass stopper in the 
fl ask . 
j 
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CORK 
A cork is also used as a 
stopper. 
A cork is made from the bark of 
a tree . 
The larger the cork number , the 
larger the cork. 
BORER 
A cork borer is used to cut 
holes in a stopper. 
Some cork borers are motor 
driven . 
A solid cork punch pushes the cut 
portion of the stopper from the 
cork borer. 
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Many types of containers are used in the chemical 
laboratory and a beaker is a very popular container . 
Reagents are usually stored in bottles and sma l l samples 
are stored in vials. Erlenmeyer (conical) flasks and 
Florence flasks are often used to contain chemical 
mixtures which are to be heated . A pail or bucket is 
used to contain large quantit i es of materials . Containers are 
closed with caps, stoppers, glass stoppers or corks. 
A cork borer is used to cut holes in corks or rubber 
stoppers . 
THIS IS A LABORATORY BEAKER ? 
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RUBBER TUBING 
Rubber tubing is used to 
transfer liquids or gases . 
Rubber tubing is available in 
many bore sizes and wall 
thicknesses . 
Strong, elastic rubber tubing 
provides a gas-tight connection. 
PLASTIC TUBING 
Plastic tubing made from tygon 
or teflon is very chemical 
resistant. 
Polyethylene (Polythene) plastic 
tubing like rubber tubing 
is available in many bore and wall 
thickness sizes . 
Plastic tubing is usually 
transparent. 
TUBING CLAMP 
A tubing clamp is used to stop 
the flow in tubing . 
Regulate the flow with a tubing 
clamp. 
Stop the flow with a tubing 
clamp. 
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Rubber or plastic tubing is used to transfer 
liquids and gases in the laboratory . Flow in the tubing is 
controlled by a tubing clamp. 
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SYRINGE PIPET (Syringe Pipette) 
Very small volumes are measured in 
a syringe pipet (pipette) . 
A syringe pipet (pipette) is 
often used to inject a sample into 
a chromatograph. 
Some pipets (pipettes) have 
fixed and some have removable 
needles. 
Prec i sion of a micro syringe 
pipet (pipette) is within + 1%. 
TRANSFER OR VOLUMETRIC PIPET 
(PIPETTE) 
A transfer or volumetric 
pipet (pipette) is used to 
accurately measu re a specific 
vo lume . 
This is a 10 ml transfer or ~ volumetric pipet (pipette) . 
[I}~ Measure 50 ml with the transfer 
or volumetric pipet (pipette) . 
MEASURING OR GRADUATED PIPET 
(Measuring or Graduated Pipette) 
Measure 3 .4 ml with the measuring 
or graduated pipet (pipette) . 
The last 2 ml of t hi s 25 ml 
measuring pipet (pipette) is 
not graduated . 
Each gradu ation is 2/ 1 0 ml on this 
measuring pipet (pipette) . 





PIPET FILLING ATTACHMENT OR BULB 
(Pipette Filling Attachment or 
Bulb) 
Use a pipet (pipette) filling 
bulb for toxic samples . 
When transferring corrosive 
material , use a pipet (pipette) 
filling attachment. 
Noxious samples can be safely 
handled with a pipet (pipette) 
filling bulb. 
AUTOMATIC TRANSFER PIPET 
(Automatic Transfer Pipette) 
[[] An automatic transfer pipet 
(pipette) is used for rapid and 
reproducible dispensing of liquids. 
Approximate accuracy is + 2% for 
the automatic transfer pTpet 
(pipette) . 
An automatic transfer pipet 
(pipette) is used for multiple 
filling operations. 
GRADUATED CYLINDER 
This is a 250 ml graduated 
cylinder. 
Use the graduated cylinder to 
measure volume when extreme 
accuracy is not important. 
Some graduated cylinders have 
stoppers fitted to the top . 







A graduate is less accurate 
than a graduated cylinder. 
Measure the approximate volume with 
the graduate. 
Many graduates are calibrated 
in both fluid ounces and 
milliliters. 
BEAKER 
Some beakers are calibrated for 
approximate volume. 
Measure approximately 100 ml with 
the beaker. 
A beaker cannot accurately 
measure volume. 
GRADUATED BURET (Graduated 
Burette) 
A graduated buret (burette) is 
used to measure volume. 
This graduated buret (burette) 
has an overflow cup and 
automatically zeros when filled. 
Accurately measure the volume with 
the graduated buret (burette) . 




. ' [I] 
AUTOMATIC ZERO PIPET (Automatic 
Zero Pipette) 
Measure 25 ml with t he automatic 
zero pipet (pipette) . 
The automatic zero pipet 
(pipette) can accurate l y 
measure a specific volume . 
This automatic zero pipet 
(pipette) has an inlet tube for 
refill i ng . 
INLET TUBE 
FOR REFILLING 
[ PLUG J 
/ STOPCOCK 
The stopcock contro l s f l ow in 
or out of a buret (burette) . 
The c l ip on the stopcock holds 
the p l ug in p l ace . 
This type of stopcock creates a 
Y- type connection. 
STOPCOCK GREASE 
Stopcock grease is used to 
lubr i cat e stopcocks . 
Des i ccators can be sealed with 
stopcock grease . 
Stopcock grease is ac i d i c and 
a l kal ine resistant. 
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qJ·\. VOLUMETRIC FLASK 
This volumetric flask contains 
500 ml. 
Most volumetric flasks are 
calibrated at 20 degrees 
centigrade. 
Measure the volume accurately with 
the volumetric flask . 
PUMP 
A pump is used to transfer 
chemicals . 
An acid can be transferred with a 
chemical res i stant pump. 
Transfer the solvent with a pump . 
YOU LOOK LIKE "V CHE"ISTRV INSTRUCTOR 
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Measurement of volume is a common laboratory procedure 
and many instruments are designed to accomplish this task. A 
syringe pipet (pipette) is used to accurately measure 
small volumes . A transfer (or volumetric) pipet 
(pipette) is used to accurately measure large specific 
volumes but a measuring (or graduated) pipet (pipette) 
is necessary for measuring varying volumes . If there is fear 
of getting the chemical in one ' s mouth, a p i pet (pipette) 
filling attachment (or bulb) should be used. An 
automatic transfer p i pet (pipette) is useful when a 
repeated transfer of a specific volume is made. Graduated 
cylinders are less accurate than a volumetric or 
measuring pipet (pipette) but more accurate than a 
graduate or a calibrated beaker . A graduated buret 
(burette) or an automatic zero pipet (pipette) also 
accurately measures volume. A buret (burette) is fitted 
with a stopcock to meter the liquid from the buret 
(burette) and the stopcock is lubricated with 
stopcock grease. A volumetric flask is useful when 
accuracy of large specific volumes is needed. Pumps are 
used in the laboratory to transfer liquids . 
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SCALE 
Use the scale to weigh a sample 
of medium size . 
Some scales operate with the 
aid of a spring. 
Scales are usually not as 
accurate as balances . 
TRIPLE BEAM BALANCE 
A triple beam balance functions 
with the aid of a sliding weight on 
3 beams . 
A sensitivity of 0 . 1 gram is often 
obtained with a triple beam 
balance. 
Weigh the sample on the triple 
beam balance. 
BALANCE 
The semi-micro balance often 
has a precision of~ 0 . 01 mg . 
Weights are added or removed from 
this balance by means of d i als . 
Readout on this balance is 
digital . 
reading 118 . 47325 g 
~ ... ,,, 
- tli)()()(),~7 
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TOP-LOADING BALANCE 
This top-loading balance 
is an electronic digital type. 
The top-loading balance is 
very easy to use . 
Weigh the sample on the 
top-loading balance. 
WEIGHT SET 
Weight sets are used with some 
balances . 
Do not handle the weights with 
your fingers . 
Check this balance with weight 
set. 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY BALANCE 
A specific gravity balance 
has the ability to weigh a 
sample in a liquid . 
Determine the specific 
gravity of the sample with 
the balance. 
Lead has a very high 
specific gravity when 
determined on the balance. 
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HYDROMETER 
A hydrometer is used to 
determine specific gravity . 
A hydrometer is floated in 
the liquid. 
The specific gravity of the 
salt so l ution is determined 
with the hydrometer. 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY BOTTLE OR 
PYCNOMETER 
Use the specific gravity 
bottle (pycnometer) to 
weigh an exact volume of 
liquid. 
Fill the specific gravity 
bottle (pycnometer) with 
water and then with the 
sample. 
Determine specific gravity 
with the pycnometer. 
VISCOMETER 
Use the viscometer to 
determine viscosity. 
Rate of flow is determined by 
a viscometer. 
Check the sample with the 
viscometer. 
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POLARIMETER 
Measure the angle of 
rotation with the 
polarimeter. 
Place the optically 
active sample in the 
polarimeter. 
Use the polarimeter 
to check a sugar 
solution . 
REFRACTOMETER 
Measure the percentage of 
sugar with the 
refractometer. 
Use the refractometer to 
measure the tota l dissolved 
so l ids. 
Percentage alcohol can be 
determined with a 
refractometer. 
HAND REFRACTOMETER 
Check alcohol content of a wine 
sample wi th a hand refractometer. 
The hand refractometer can be 
taken to the field for use . 
P l ace t h e syrup in the hand 
refractometer. 
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Weighing is an important task performed in the 
laboratory . Heavy items are weighed on a scale and light 
items are weighed on a balance. A triple beam balance 
is used when accuracy is not critical. The electronic digital 
top-loading balance is very easy to use when weighing 
light objects . Weight sets are used on older balances 
and to check the accuracy of balances. Balances that 
can weigh the samples suspended in liquid are useful for 
determining specific gravity. The specific gravity of 
a liquid can be determined by a floating hydrometer. A 
specific gravity bottle or pycnometer allows one to 
weigh a specific volume of material. The rate of flow of a 
liquid can be measured with a viscometer. A polarimeter 
can be used to measure the rotation of light and a hand 
refractometer can be used to measure l ight deflection . 
I THIHK WE EXCEEDED THE SCALE'S LIP1ITS . 
TEMPER~TURE CONTROL KNOR 
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OVEN 
This oven is a vacuum oven. 
Other ovens are convection or 
forced air ovens. 
Dry the sample in the oven. 
HOT PLATE 
A hot plate is used for heating 
containers. 
The temperature of most hot 
plates is controllable . 
A hot plate can be used in 
place of a stove heating element or 
gas flame. 
INCUBATOR 
This is a C02 incubator. 
Place the petri dish in the 
incubator . 
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HEATING MANTLE 
Place the heating mantle 
around the flask. 
Connect the heating mantle 
to a transformer. 
The hemispherical heating 
mantle will enclose the 
flask. 
IMMERSION HEATER 
Place the immersion heater in 
the water bath. 
Keep the liquid temperature 
constant with the immersion 
heater. 
The immersion heater is 
portable. 
HEATING TAPE 
Wrap the heating tape 
around the column. 
The flexible flat heating 
tape is useful in heating 
glassware . 
Heating tape is available 
in many sizes and wattages. 
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CRUCIBLE 
A muffle furnace is a 
high temperature furnace. 
Determine the ash content 
of the sample by placing 
it in the muffle 
furnace. 
Use tongs when placing 
samples in the muffle 
furnaces . 
A crucible is a container that 
can withstand high temperatures. 
A crucible may be made from 
porcelain , graphite , or platinum. 
Place the crucible in the 
muffle furnace . 
WATER BATH 
A water bath is used to 
maintain a constant 
temperature. 
A water bath may be 
electric , gas or steam heated. 
Heat the sample in the water 
bath. 
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THERMOMETER 
Use the thermometer 
to measure the 
temperature . 
A thermometer may be 
cslibrated in Celsius 
( C) or Fahrenheit 
(OF) . 
The thermometer is 
usually filled with 
mercury . 
DIAL THERMOMETER 
The dial thermometer contains a LIJ bimetallic sensing element. 
A dial thermometer is 
moderately rugged . 
Celsius and Fahrenheit scales are 
available on dial thermometers. 
THERMOMETER (Electrical) 
This thermometer allows 
you to monitor temperature 
electronically . 
This thermometer may be 
attached to a recorder to give 
a chart of time and 
temperature. 
Some thermometers monitor 
temperature at more than one 
position with multiple probes. 
r'1 
I 
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AUTOCLAVE OR STERILIZER 
The autoclave or 
sterilizer may be electric 
(generates steam) or steam 
heated . 
/ sterilize the microbiological 
! samples in the autoclave. 
b==-------~1steri l ize at 15 p . s . i. in the 
~\autoclave . 
INSTRUMENT STERILIZER 
An instrument sterilizer 
uses hot water to steri l ize . 
Autoclave tempe r atures are 
higher than instrument 
sterilizers. 
Sterilize the equipment in the 
instrument sterilizer . \ 1_L_I_,D,..-:C::--:O::-:N-.;T;:;;R~O:;;L:-tHJiA.u;NiTD'iTL':iE::l 
ADJUSTMENT 
BURNER 
A gas burner is used for 
heating sampl es in the l aboratory. 
Heat the sampl e in the burner 
flame . 
Adjust the air on the burner. 
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ALCOHOL LAMP 
The alcohol lamp gives you a 
portable flame. 
Extinguish the flame and add the 
cap when you are moving the 
alcohol lamp. 
Adjust the wick on the alcohol 
lamp. 
GAS LIGHTER 
The gas lighter produces a 
spark for ignition. 
Put a new flint in the gas lighter. 
The flint strikes the rasp to 
produce the spark in the gas 
lighter. 
SAFETY MATCHES 
Light the burner with the safety 
matches. 
For the safety match to be ignited, 
it must be struck against the box. 
A gas lighter may be used 
instead of safety matches. 
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MELTING POINT BATH 
Heat the side arm on the melting 
point bath. 
EfJ Determine the sample melting point 
\ 
:~:hm:l::::i::i::i::t:a::· used 
r--==-::c=-:--=-:-:-"T to raise the temperature slowly . 
SIDE ARM I 
MELTING POINT TUBE 
Place the sample in a melting 
point tube. 
P l ace the melting point tube in 
the melting point bath. 
By slowly heating the melting 
point tube, one can determine 
the melting point of the sample. 
FURNACE HOT WORKING 
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In the laboratory , heating can be accomplished with 
an oven or with a hot plate. The incubator can be 
used to maintain a constant growing temperature . Glassware may 
be heated with a heating mantle or with a heating tape. An 
immersion heater is used to heat liquid . Samples may 
be heated to a very high temperature by placing them in a 
crucible which is then placed in a muffle furnace . A 
water bath is used to maintain a temperature between room 
temperature and l00°c . Temperature may be measured with a 
mercury thermometer , a dial thermometer, or an 
electronic thermometer. Sterilization can be accomplished 
in a steam autoclave or in a hot water instrument 
sterilizer . Flames may be maintained in the laboratory 
with a gas burner or with an alcohol lamp. Gas flames 
may be ignited with a gas lighter or with a safety 
match. The melting point of a sample may be determined by 
using a melting point tube in a melting point bath. 
Pleese hendle with cere 
It is the only one we heve !!! 
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AND PESTLE 
Mortars and pestles are made of 
porcelain , glass or metal . 
Grind the sample in the mortar and 
pestle . 
Mortars and pestles are 
available in many sizes. 
STIRRER 
A stirrer may be air driven or 
electrically driven . 
Stir the liquid with the stirrer. 
Mix the powder into the liquid with 
a stirrer. 
MAGNETIC STIRRER 
A magnetic stirrer can be used 
in a closed vessel. 
Some hot plates are equipped with a 
magnetic stirrer. 
A rheostat controls the speed of the 
magnetic stirrer. 
MIXING AND PRESSING EQUIPMENT 
This shaker is of the 
reciprocating type. 
page 82 
Extract the component from the 
tissue by using the large size 
shaker. 
SHAKER 
This is a flask - type shaker. 
The flask shaker gives a 
snap-wrist motion . 
The flask shaker produces 
a swirling effect . 
BLENDER 
Mince the sample in the blender. 
The blender can be used to 
homogenize the sample . 
Blade speed of the blender can [fl be as much as 21 , 000 r.p . m. 
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HAND GRINDER (Hand Mincer) 
A hand grinder (mincer) can be 
used to grind (mince) dry or wet 
material. 
Grinding plates can be changed on 
the hand grinder (mincer) to 
change the fineness of grind 
(mince) . 
A worm drive moves the sample 




The mill is used for 
reduction in size of 
ana l ytical samples. 
The mill uses a 
s hearing action. 
Sieves prevent only small 
particles from passing 
through the mill. 
TISSUE GRINDER 
The tissue grinder turns a 
gr i nding pestle . 
Bacteria l ce l ls and soft tissue can 
be ground in a tissue grinder. 
The tissue grinder breaks up 
tissue between ground glass 
surfaces . 
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WHERE 
HOMOGENIZER 
The sample can be emulsified by 
using the homogenizer. 
Disintegration of biological cells 
can be accomplished by a 
homogenizer. 
The homogenizer works on a 
shearing principle. 
EMULSION HOMOGENIZER 
The emulsion homogenizer 
produces a dispersion from 
immiscible liquids. 
High pressure is produced at the 
orifice of the emulsion 
homogenizer . 
The emulsion homogenizer is 
useful for small quantities. 
THAT "IXER 7 
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HYDRAULIC PRESS 
A hydraulic press can be used 
for separating liquid from solid . 
Pellets can be made with a 
hydraulic press . 
press develops 
YOUR SAHPLE HOT YOUR THUHB GOES IH THE PRESS ' 
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Mixing and pressing equipment is very useful in the 
laboratory. The simplest grinding and mixing equipment is a 
mortar and pestle . Stirrers may be of the 
propeller type or may be magnetic in style . 
Shakers may be reciprocating or have a wrist type 
motion . Blenders can also be used for grinding and 
mixing. Hand grinders (mincers), mills and tissue 
grinders are all used to break up a sample . 
Homogenizers may use a shearing principl e or pressure 
through an orifice to produce a dispersion. Powder may be 
formed into a pellet with a hydraulic press. 
I'LL GET A GOOD "IX OF "y CHE"ICALS THIS TIME . 
GLASS 
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pH METER 
The hydrogen ion 
concentration is measured 
with a pH meter . 
Use the pH meter to see 
if the sample is acid. 
The pH of the sample is 
determined with a pH 
meter. 
Two electrodes are attached to 
the pH meter . 
A combination electrode 
contains both a glass and a 
reference electrode in one case. 
Keep the electrodes clean for 
accurate pH measurement . 
pH BUFFER SOLUTION 
Use a pH buffer solution to 
standardize the pH meter. • 
Buffer solutions are available 
in many pH values . 
Standardize the pH meter with a 
buffer solution that has a pH 
near the pH of the sample to be 
measured . 
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TEST PAPER OR "LITMUS " PAPER OR 
UNIVERSAL INDICATOR PAPER 
Test paper (or l i tmus or 
universal indicator paper) can 
measure pH by a color change . 
Check the pH of the sample with the 
test paper (or litmus or 
universal i ndicator paper) . 
The pH meter can more 
accurately determine sample pH than 
you can with the test paper (or 
litmus or universal indicator 
paper) . 
VOLT-OHM- AMMETER (AVO-meter) 
This volt-ohm-ammeter (AVO-meter) 
can measure voltage, resistance and 
amperes. 
Both a.c . and d . c. voltages can be 
measured on the volt-ohm-ammeter 
(AVO-mete r) . 
There are 6 ranges to measure 
resistance on the 
volt-ohm-ammete~ (AVO-meter) . 
BAROMETER 
Atmospheric pressure is measured 
with a barometer . 
The barometer on the left is 
filled with mercury. 
The barometer on the right is 
actuated by an airtight metal 
diaphr agm . 
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BOMB CALORIMETER 
The bomb calorimeter is 
~ used to determi ne the heat 
~ of combustion . 
c 
:I:: Determine t h e calor i es in a 
sample by burning it in a 
bomb calorimeter. 
Pl ace t he sample and oxygen 
in the bomb and place the 
bomb in the calorimeter. 
CENTRIFUGE 
Spin the sample in the 
centrifuge. 
The upper centrifuge is motor 
driven and the lower one is 
hand-cranked. 
Separate the precipitate by placing 
the sample in the centrifuge. 
Some centrifuges are 
refrigerated . 
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CENTRIFUGE HEAD (Rotor) 
Place the sample tube in the 
centrifuge head (rotor) . 
Different centrifuge heads 
(rotors) can be placed on the 
centrifuge. 
Different size sample containers 
may be placed in different 
centrifuge heads (rotors) . 
CENTRIFUGE TUBE 
Place the centrifuge tube in 
the centrifuge head (rotor) . 
Place centrifuge tubes on 
opposite sides of the centrifuge 
head (rotor) to balance the 
weight during spinning. 
Centrifuge tubes may be either 
glass, plastic or metal. 
CARRIERS 
Carriers fit on centrifuge 
heads (rotors) and hold sample 
containers. 
With this head and 
carriers, the centrifuge will 
hold 168 small tubes. 
Other carriers will fit this 
head enabling it to hold 6 
large centrifuge bottles. 
l 
--
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SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
Measure the optical 
den sity of the 
sample with the 
spectrophotometer. 
Set the desired 
wave l ength on the 
spectrophotometer 







L!J WAVELENGTH AOJUSTMF.NT KNOR 
BS 
SPECTRO CELL 
Spectro cells may be round , 
square or rectangular . 
Do not scratch t he spectro cells. 
Use matched spectro cells for 
the b l ank and t he samp l e. 
MS PhD 
Three degrees below zero 
FLOAT 
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FLUOROMETER (Fluorimeter) 
The Fluorometer 
(fluorimeter) is used 
for quantitation of trace 
materials . 
The f luorometer 
(fluorimeter) has 
controllable emission and 
excitation wavelengths. 
Measure the vitamin content 
with the fluorometer 
(fluorimeter) . 
FLOWMETER 
A flowmeter can measure rate of 
flow of a gas or of a liquid. 
The height of the float in the 
flowmeter indicates flow rate . 
Flowmeters are available in a 
variety of flow rate ranges. 
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The laboratory is equipped with many instruments for 
measuring and the pH meter with its glass and reference 
electrodes is an example. The pH meter should be 
standardized with buffer solutions. The hydrogen ion 
concentration can also be approximated with pH test paper 
(litmus or universal indicator paper) . Many electrical 
measurements can be made with volt-ohm-ammeter 
(AVO-meter) . A barometer is used to measure 
barometri c pressure. Calor ies can be measured with a bomb 
calorimeter. A centrifuge is used to separate 
materials based on their density and is necessary in many 
gravimetric analyses. Centrifuge heads (rotors), carriers 
and tubes are interchangeable , giving the centrifuge a 
great deal of flexibility. A spectrophometer is a very 
useful laboratory measuring device , and many types of 
spectro cells can be used. A fluorometer (fluorimeter) 
is often useful in determining concentrations . A flowmeter 
can measure flow rate of a gas or of a liquid. 
COMIC NAME 
Au 
Is this goldfish ??? 
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GEL COLUMN ELECTROPHORESIS 
Use the gel col umn 
electrophor esis to separate the 
protein mixture . 
Connect the electrical power supply 
to the gel column e l e c t rophoresis 
cell. 
Add the appropriate buffers to the 
gel column electropho resis 
cell . 
SCANNING DENSITOMETER 
Use the scanning 
densitometer to measure 
the absorbance of the gel 
column. 
Quantitative evaluation of the 
electrophoretic patterns is 
possible with a scanni ng 
densitometer . 
Adjust the scanning 
wavelength on the 
densitometer. 
DIALYZER 
Use the dialyzer for 
concentration or purification of 
biological solutions. 
Place the tubing containing the 
sample in the dia lyzer. 
This dialyzer rotates the sacs 
in the bath to stir both the bath 
and sac contents . 
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AUTOMATIC SAMPLER 
The automatic sampler allows 
for unattended transfer of serial 
samples . 
The electrode can be automatically 
lowered into serialized samples for 
measurement with an automatic 
sampler. 
Some automatic samplers can be 
used to fill tubes . 
SIEVE 
A sieve separates samples by 
particle size. 
Size of opening in a sieve is 
often designated as "mesh size". 
Sieve size is sometimes specified 
by National organizations. 
SEPARATORY FUNNEL (Separating 
Funnel) 
A separatory (separating) 
funnel is used to separate 
immiscible liquids into separate 
phases (or layers) . 
Drain the lower liquid (phase) from 
the separatory (separating) funnel. 
Hold the stopper and stopcock when 
shaking the separatory 
(separating) funnel. 
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CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMN 
Separate the sample with a 
chromatography column. 
Fill the chromatography column 
with solvent and packing material 
and then add the sample to the top 
of the column and run more solvent 
through it. 
Collect the effluent as it comes 
from the chromatography column. 
THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY (TLC) 
Thin layer chromatography is 
usually accomplished on glass 
plates . 
Separate the sample on the thin 
layer chromatography plate. 
What solvent should I u s e for 
separation of the sample on the 
thin layer chromatography 
plate? 
CHROMATOGRAPHY CABINET 
Place the filter paper in the 
chromatography cabinet . 
Separate the samples by placing 
them in the chromatography 
cabinet. 
The c hromatography cabinet is 
solvent tight. 
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SOXHLET EXTRACTOR 
Extract the fat from the sample 
with a Soxhlet extractor. 
Place the Soxhlet extractor on 
a hot plate. 
Pass cold water through the 
condenser. 
Ether is the solvent most often 
used in a Soxhlet extractor . 
EXTRACTION THIMBLE 
Place the sample in the 
extraction thimble. 
The extraction thimble is 
placed in the extraction tube of 
the Soxhlet extractor. 
This extraction thimble is made 
of cellulose. 
GOLDFISCH EXTRACTOR 
Determine the fat in the food 
sample on the Goldfisch 
~I extractor. 
The Goldfisch extractor 
normally requires less time than 
the Soxhlet extractor. 
HOT PLATE HEIGHT Slide the heater up under the 
ADJUSTMENT !beaker on the Goldfisch 
extractor. 
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BABCOCK BOTTLE 
Measure the fat content of the 
sample with the Babcock bottle. 
Different styles of Babcock 
bottles are used for different 
types of samples. 
Fat content of dairy products is 
often measured with Babcock 
bottles . 
DIVIDER ~Measure the fat column with the 
divider . 
0 
A divider measures linear 
distance . 
Place the points of the divider 
at the top and bottom of the fat 
column . 
BABCOCK CENTRIFUGE 
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ALUMINUM FOIL DISH (Aluminium 
Foil Dish) 
A disposable aluminum (aluminium) 
foil dish can be used for 
dry i ng samples . 
Place the aluminum (aluminium) 
foil dish in the drying oven . 
Dry the aluminum (aluminium) foil 
dish prior to use. 
DESICCATOR 
Allow the aluminum foil dish to 
cool in the desiccator . 
Some desiccators are equipped 
with a vacuum top . 
Pl ace the drying agent in the 
bottom of the desiccator . 
DRYING OVEN 
Determi ne the moisture content of 
the sample by placing it in the 
drying oven. 
Regulate the drying oven 
temperature at 100 degrees 
centigrade. 
Be sure all flammable volatile 
chemicals have evaporated from the 
sampl e prior to placing it in the 
drying oven. 
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VACUUM GAUGE 
VACUUM OVEN 
A vacuum oven can accelerate 
sampl e dryin g . 
Att ach a vacuum pump to the 
vacuum oven. 
Determine the mo i stu re l evel of the 
samp l e by us ing the vacuum oven. 
MOISTURE BALANCE 
Determine samp l e moisture on the 
moisture balance. 
Thi s moisture balance has 
infrared heating . 
Adjust t h e timer on the moisture 
balance. 
FREEZE DRYING 
Freeze drying is 
a method of removing 
water f rom solid 
samples . 
Moistu r e l evel can 
be det ermined by 
freeze drying. 
Freeze drying is 
a meth od o f 
preservat i on . 
Freeze drying of 
microorgan i sms is 
u sefu l when storage .-:=~o=~----=::--. i s des i rab l e . 
r~·\·· .~{ 
\ .. ):) 
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KJELDAHL FLASK 
To determine protein , place the 
sample in the Kjeldahl flask. 
Kjeldahl flasks are available 
in several sizes. 
Add acid to the Kjeldahl flask. 
KJELDAHL DIGESTION UNIT 
Place the Kjeldahl flask 
on the Kjeldahl digestion 
unit. 
The Kjeldahl digestion 
unit heats the flask with 
gas or with an electric hot 
plate . 
Fumes from the Kjeldahl 
digestion unit must be 
vented through a hood or down 
the drain . 
KJELDAHL DISTILLING UNIT 
After dige s tion , place the flask on 
the Kjeldahl distilling unit . 
Pass co l d water through the 
condenser of the Kjeldahl 
distilling unit. 
Heat t he Kjeldahl flask on the 
Kjeldahl distilling unit . 
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I RECORDED U.S.A . ??? 
RECORDER 
The recorder can 
be attached to many 
types of measurement 
equipment. 
A recorder 
attached to the 
appropriate 
measurement 
equipment can be 
used to determine 
concentration in a 
sample . 
Speed of the 
recorder and 
deflection 
sensitivity can be 
adjusted. 
SEPARATION EQUIPMENT page 103 
Separation equipment performs an important function 
in the laboratory . Gel column electrophoresis separates 
samples by electrical charges and quantitative information can 
be obtained by placing the columns on a scanning densitometer. 
The dialyzer and sieve separate samples by size . The 
automatic sampler is very useful in automating many of the 
separation instruments. Partitioning of a sample between 
two liquids can be accomplished by using a separatory 
(separating) funnel . Many types of chromatography such as 
column, thin layer, paper or gas, can separate a comp l ex 
sample into components . Fat can be separated by placing a 
sample in an extraction thimble and solvent-extracting the 
sample in a Soxhlet extractor or a Goldfisch extractor. 
Fat can also be determined by placing the sample in a 
Babcock bottle; and , after digestion--placing the bottle in 
a Babcock centrifuge. The percentage of fat i s determined 
with the aid of a divider. Sample moisture can be determined 
by placing the sample in an aluminum (aluminium) foil dish 
and placing t h is in a drying oven or in a vacuum oven. Af ter 
drying , the sample is cooled in a desiccator. Moistu re can 
also be determined with a heat lamp and a moisture balance 
or by freeze drying the sample . For protein determination , 
place the samp l e in the Kjeldahl flask and place the flask 
on the digestion unit. After digest i on , dist i l l the nitrogen 
on the distilling unit . Protein i s t h en determi ned by 
t i t r at i on . A recorder i s u seful in qua ntify ing the results 
from many of the separat i on instrume n t s . 
FILTERING page 104 
FUNNEL 
Funnels are avai l able in glass , 
plastic , porcelain , and metal . 
Stem length , angle and diameter of 
body vary in different funnels. 
Filter the sample through the 
funnel. 
FILTER PAPER 
9 ' Filter paper may be flat or folded. Number of the filter paper indicates filtering speed . Place the filter paper in 
the funnel. [fJ 
GLASS WOOL 
Glass wool can be used for a 
filtering material . 
Fiber diameter of glass wool is 
normally between 0 . 005 to 0 . 008 mm . 
Filter the sample through glass 
wool. 
FILTERING page 105 
FILTERING FLASK (Filter Flask) 
Attach a vacuum hose to the side 
arm of the filtering (filter) 
flask. 
Vacuum filtering can be 
accomplished with the aid of a 
filter flask. 
The filtering rate can be 
accelerated by using a vacuum and a 
filtering (filter) flask. 
BUCHNER FILTER FUNNEL 
Place the Buchner filter funnel 
on a filter flask. 
The Buchner filter funnel is 
used for vacuum filtering . 
Buchner filter funnels are 
usually made of porcelain but 
sometimes plastic is used. 
CRUCIBLE 
Crucibles are made of 
porcelain, glass , nickel or iron. 
Some crucibles have small holes 
in the bottom and others have 
fritted glass bottoms. 
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CRUCIBLE HOLDER 
Place the crucible in the 
crucible holder. 
Crucible holders can be placed 
on a filter flask or on a 
standard funnel . 
Most crucible holders are made 
of rubber . 
IMPINGER 
A dust sample collector is called 
an impinger. 
An impinger collects particles 
in the liquid-fi l led receiver. 
Co l lect dust samples from the air 
with an impinger. 
HE SAID USE A PAPER FILTER . 
FILTERING page 107 
Filtering separates solids from liquids. A 
funnel is used with filter paper or glass wool . 
To accelerate filtering, a vacuum is often used with a 
filtering (filter) flask and a Buchner filter funnel. 
A crucible and a crucible holder can also be used . To 
collect dust from air , an impinger is used . 
THAT'S A STRONG FILTER . 
DI STILLING 
FLASK 
DISTILLATION page 108 
STILL 
A still separates 
chemicals based on their 
boiling points . 
A sample in a still 
is first changed to a 
vo l atile state by heating 
and fractions of the 
.--.,,...,.--~~ vapor are then condensed . '--~=-=.:__ii A still can be used 





DISTILLING FLASK (Distillation 
Flask) 
The sample is boi l ed in the 
distilling (distillation) flask. 
Place a thermometer in the top of 
the distilling (distillation) 
flask. 
The distilling (distillation) 
flask h as a side arm . 
WATER STILL 
A water still i s used to 
produce distilled water. 
A water still removes 
water from the minerals in tap 
water. 
A water still may be 
e l ectri cal, gas or steam 
h eated. 
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DEMINERALIZER 
A demineralizer can also remove 
minerals from water . 
Demineralized water is often 
used in place of distilled water. 
Most demineralizers use a resin 
type bed. 
FLASH EVAPORATOR 
A flash evaporator 
works like a still. 
Remove the solvent with a 
flash evaporator. 
The flash evaporator 
contains an evaporating 
bath and a condensing bath . 
DI S TILLATIOH DOE S CO~E IH HAHDY 
DISTILLATION page 110 
A distillation unit or still will separate 
chemicals with different boi ling points. The major components 
of a still are a heat source, a distilling 
(distillation) flask and a condenser . Water stills 
are frequently found in a laboratory to produce distilled 
water and demineralized water is produced by passing 
the water through a resin-type bed which traps the minerals. 
A flash evaporator uses the distillation principle to 
remove a solvent from the sample. 
THEY SAY AH ICEBERG JS DE"IHERALEO WATER . 
GAS MEASUREMENT page 111 
- 1 I I 
.. ~ - · }" RESPIROMETER 
.~ 
i 
Gas exchange studies can be 
performed on a respirorneter . 
A respirorneter is often 
called a Warburg unit . 
Attach the manometer to the 
respirometer. 
fIJ 
THE CAHARY CAH ALSO 
GAS MEASUREMENT page 112 
A respirometer permits precise measurements of gas 
evolved or absorbed in cell respiration. 
++ 
Fe 








Is this a ferrous wheel ??? 
SMALL ANIMAL EQUIPMENT page 113 
ANIMAL CAGE 
Place the mouse in the animal 
cage. 
Some animal cages are made o f 
metal and others are made of 
plastic. 
Be sure the animal cage is of 
the appropriate size for the 
animal. 
DRINKING TUBE 
Attach the drinking tube to the 
animal cage. 
Keep the drinking tube filled 
with clean water. 
This drinking tube is 
graduated. 
FEEDING DISH 
Place the animal food in the 
feeding dish. 
Clean the feeding dish 
frequently. 
The food level in the feeding 
dish should be checked daily. 






This dissecting k i t contains a rule , forceps , artery 
fo r ceps , probe , sci s s o r s , scalpels and a chain with hooks . 
Use the dissecting k i t to separate the tissue. 
Get the scalpel from the d i ssecting kit . 
ANIMAL OPERATING TABLE 
A small animal operating table 
without legs is calJed an animal 
board. 
Perform the surgery on the 
anesthetised animal after placing 
it on the operating table . 
Sanitize the animal operating 
table before the operation . 
SMALL ANIMAL EQUIPMENT page 115 
Place the rabbit in the animal cage and f ill the 
drinking tube and the feeding dish. Prepare for 
surgery by c l eaning the animal operating table and 
checking the dissecting (dissection) kit. Be sure that 
there are sufficient forceps and probes and that the 
scissors and scalpels are sharp . 
DON'T THIHk THE AHI"AL FITS THE CAGE . 
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION page 116 
Examine the slide under 
the microscope . 
Check the sample with the 
oil immersion objective 
on the microscope . 
LIGHT Focus the microscope 
SOURCE carefully. 
SLIDE 
Place the microorganisms on the 
slide . 
Identify the slide on the 
marking surface. 
View the slide on the 
microscope . 
MAGNIFIER 
A magnifier will change the 
size 2 to 5 times. 
Focus the magnifier by moving 
it in relation to the object being 
viewed. 
Count the bacterial colonies with 
the magnifier. 
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION page 117 
LENS TISSUE 
Use only lens tissue to 
clean optical lens. 
MICROMETER 
A micrometer is used when a 
measurement with a microscope is 
needed. 
Some micrometers are placed on 
the stage (upper picture) and some 
are placed in the eyepiece (lower 
picture) . 
Measure the mold filament length 
with the micrometer. 
COUNTING CHAMBER 
Place the blood in the counting 
chamber to count the cells. 
Count the bacteria with the aid of 
the counting chamber. 
Check the food for mold mycelia 
with the counting chamber. 
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION page 118 
STAINING DISH OR JAR 
Stain the tissue on the 
slides in the staining 
dish or jar. 
The staining dish (or 
jar) may be used to 
aid in identifying the 
bacteria. 
A staining dish may 
be used for staining, 
differentiation , 
dehydration and clearing 
of embedded sections. 
TISSUE PROCESSING UNIT 
The tissue processing unit 
is used for automatically 
fixing, dehydrating, and 
infiltrating tissue specimens. 
The tissue processing unit 
may be programmed through 12 
stations. 
A paraffin bath is also 
located in this tissue 
processing unit. 
MICROTOME 
Use the microtome to 
thinly slice the tissue. 
The object clamp moves up and 
down on the microtome. 
Cutting angle of the knife is 
adjustable on the microtome. 
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION page 119 
Microscopic examination is often useful in the 
laboratory. A microscope is used when large 
magnifications are needed and a magnifier is used for 
small magnification. Biological tissues or microorganisms are 
often mounted on a slide for viewi ng . Optical lens are 
cleaned with the aid of lens tissues. A micrometer is 
used to measure small distances and a counting chamber is 
used to count small objects. Biologica l tissues or 
microorganisms are stained in a staining dish or jar 
or in a tissue processing unit. This tissue is sliced on 
a microtome prior to viewing . 
ARE YOU SURE THIS BACTERIA IS FRIENDLY ? 
MICROBIOLOGY page 120 
CULTURE MEDIA 
Microbiology culture media are 
usua l ly dehydrated . 
Some culture media are 
selective and will only 




If the culture media cont ain 
agar, they wi ll ge l wh en cooled. 
DILUTION BOTTLE 
Dilute the microorgan i sms with the 
aid of a dilution bottle. 
The dilution bottle usually has 
a capac i ty of 160 ml . 
A rubbe r st opper with a n e l ongated 
bottom i s used to cap the 
dilution bottle. 
PETRI DISH 
Petri dishes a r e usua l ly 
p lastic or glass. 
Gr ow t he mi c r oorganisms i n the 
petri dish. 
Pour the c ulture media into the 
petri dish. 
MICROBIOLOGY page 121 
PETRI DISH STERILIZING BOX 
Place the petri dish in the 
rack and then put the rack in the 
sterilizing box. 
Place the sterilizing box in 
the autoclave. 
Most sterilizing boxes will 
hold 12 to 15 petri dishes . 
ON-OFF 
SWITCH 
QUEBEC COLONY COUNTER 
Place the petri dish on 
the Quebec colony counter . 
The Quebec colony counter 
is used to count bacteria 
colonies on a petri dish. 
The Quebec colony counter 
illuminates and magnifies the 
petri dish. 
COUNTER 
Use the counter to tally the 
number of microorganisms. 
This is a hand counter and 
there are also table models. 
' \ The counters contain a zero 
reset knob. 
ZERO RESET KNOB I 
CAP 
• 
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INOCULATING NEEDLE OR LOOP 
Use the inoculating needle or 
loop to transfer the 
microorganisms . 
Sterilize the inoculating needle 
(or loop) in a flame . 
The inoculating loop will 
transfer a specific volume of 
liquid. 
CULTURE TUBE 
Grow the microorganism in a 
culture tube . 
This culture tube has a screw 
cap . 
Transfer the microorganisms to the 
culture tube with an 
inoculating needle. 
THIS COLONY LOOKS FAKILIAR . 
MICROBIOLOGY page 123 
The microbiology area is often used i n eva l uating 
biological spoilage and disease - producing agents . 
Microorganisms are diluted with the a i d of dilution 
bottles and placed in a petri dish . Then , culture 
media is added to the petri dish . Prior to placing 
the microorganisms in the petri dish, the dishes 
should be sterilized in a sterilizing box . After the 
microorganisms have grown into colonies , they are counted on a 
Quebec colony counter and tallied on a hand-counter. 
Microorganisms can be transferred with an inoculating 
needle or loop and are often added to a culture 
tube . 
EUEH THE BACTERIA PLAY FOOTBALL. 
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GLASSWARE WASHER 
Use the glassware 
washer after the 
experiment is finished . 
Place the beakers and the 
detergent in the 
glassware washer. 
The last rinse cycle in the 
glassware washer uses 
distilled water. 
PIPET WASHER (Pipette 
Washer) 
Place the pipet (pipette) in 
the rack and the rack in the 
pipet (pipette) washer. 
The pipet (pipette) washer 
can hold 200 pipets (pipettes) 
and uses 3 gallons of water . 
The pipet (pipette) washer 
uses an automatic siphon to 




WASHING page 125 
DRAINING RACK 
Place the g l assware on the 
draining rack. 
The draining rack may be used 
for drying equipment. 
A draining rack can hold 
glassware in an inverted position . 
WOULD "AKE A GREAT RJHG TOSS TARGET ! 
WASHING page 126 
Use the glassware washer to clean the flasks but 
place the pipets (pipettes) in the pipet (pipette) washer. 
After washing the beakers in the sink and rinsing them in 
distilled water, place them on the draining rack. 
THIS WATER IS SURE HARD . 












Aluminium Foil Dish 
Aluminum Foil Dish 
Ammeter . . . . . . 
Ammonium Hydroxide 
Ampere Meter 
Animal Cage . . . . 
Animal Operating Table 







Automatic Transfer Pipet 
Automatic Transfer Pipette 
Automatic Zero Pipet 
Automatic Zero Pipette 
Avoid Contact With Skin 








Ball and Socket Joint 
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Centrifuge Head 90, 93 
Centrifuge Rotor 90 , 93 




Charger 16, 17 
Chart 40, 41 
CH3CH20H 42 
CH 3COOH 42 
Checknut 48 
Chromatography 96 , 10 3 
Chromatography Cabinet 96 
Chromatography Column 96 , 103 
Clamp 18, 19, 4 7 / 48 , 
49 , 51, 55 , 60 , 
61 , 83 
Clamp Holder 47, 49 
Clamp With Holder 48, 49 
Cleaning Compound 29, 32 
Clip 37, 65 
Clock 30, 32 
Cold Storage 23 , 25 
Cold Water 12, 14, 52, 108 
Collection Flask 108 
Colony Counter 121, 123 
Column 96, 103 
Concentric Rings 75 
Condenser 52, 55 , 97 , 100, 
101, 108 
Conical Flask 56 , 59 
Containers and Closures 56, 59 
Cork 58, 59 
Cork Borer 58, 59 
Corrosive 3 , 5 
Counter 121, 123 
Counting Chamber 117, 119 
Coarse Adjustment 116 
Crank 89, 118 
Crescent Wrench 34, 36 
Crown 31 
Crucible 75, 80, 105, 107 
Crucible Holder 106 , 107 
Culture Media 120 , 123 
Culture Tube 122, 123 
Cupboard 3 , 5, 6 , 8 
Cutter 37 , 54, 55 
cw 12 
Cylinder 18, 19, 63, 67 
Cy linder Coupling 18 
Cylinder Gas 18 



























Drill Bit .. 
Drinking Tube 
Dropping Bottle 
Dry Ice Bath 
Dry Ice Box .. 
Dry Ice Storage 
Drying Oven 
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98 , 103 
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87 , 93 
94, 103 
84 , 86 
56, 59 
120 
27 , 32 
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Faucet . . . . . . . 
Feeding Dish . . . . 
Felt Tip Marking Pen 
File ..... 
Filing Cabinet 
Fill Line .. 
Filter Flask 




Fine Nose Pliers 
Finger . . . . . 
Fire Blanket 
Fire Extinguisher 
First Aid Kit 
Fixtures . . . . 
Flammable . . . . 
Flash Evaporator 
Flask ..... . 
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95 , 103 , 104, 
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Gas Cylinder Clamp 
Gas Li ghter . . . . 
Gas Measurement . . 
Gauge .. . .. . . 
Gel Column El ectrophoresis 
Glass . . . . . 
Glass El ectrode 
Glass Rod . .. 
Gl ass Stopcock 
Glass Stopper . 
Glass Tubing 




Goggles . . . . . 


















Hand Mi ncer . 
Hand Laboratory Equipment 
Handle 
Hand Pump 
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Hot Plate Height Adjustment 
Hot Water 
H2 so4 • • 
HW 
Hydraulic Press 
Hydrochl oric Acid 
Hydrometer 
















Keep In Refrigerator 
Kjeldahl Digestion Unit . 
Kjeldahl Distilling Unit 
Kjeldahl Flask 
Knife 
KOH . .. . . . 
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Laboratory Hand Tools 
Laboratory Stool 
Laboratory Trolley 
Ladder . . . . . 
Lamp ..... . 
Large Size Shaker 
Leg .... 
Lens Tissue 
Lever . . . 
Lid Control Handle 
Lighter . . 
Light Source 
Lip . . . . . 
Liquid Volume Measuring Equipment 
Litmus Paper 
Lock Release 





Magnif i er . . 
Mantle 
Matches . .. 
McLeod Vacuum Gauge 
Measurement Equipment 
Measuring Pipet . . . 
Measur i ng P i pette . . 
Mech an i ca l Stage Control 
Media . 
Me l t i ng Po i nt Bath 
Me l t i ng Po i nt Tube 
Metal File 
Metric 




Microt ome . 
Examination 
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Mixing and Pressing Equipment 
Mixing Faucet . . 
Model .. ... . 
Moisture Balance 
Molecular Models 
Mortar and Pestle 
Motor ..... 
Muff le Furnace 
- N -
Na OH 
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Pestle . . . . 
Petri Dish 
Petri Dish Sterilizing Box 
pH .... . 






Pipet Filling Attachment or Bulb 
Pipette . . . . . . 
Pipette Filling Attachment 












Portabl e Laboratory Furniture 
Potassium Hydroxide 
Powerstat . . . . . 
Press . ..... . 
Pressure Control Valve 
Pressure Gauge 
Pressure I ndicator 
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- Q -
Quebec Colony Counter 
Quickfit . . . . 
- R -
Rack . . . . 
Radiation Hazard 
Reagent . 
Reagent Label . . 
Receptacle 









Rod ... . . 
Rotary Oil Pump 
Rotor . .. . 
Rubber Bulb . . 




Ruler . .. . 
- s -
Safety Data . . . 
Safety Equipment 
Safety Goggles 
Safety Hand Gr i p 
Safety Matches 
Sampl e Holder 
Samp l er . . . . 
Scale .. . . . 
Sca l pe l ... . 
Scanning Densitometer 
Scissors 
Scoop . . . ... . . 
121 , 123 
51 , 55 
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Screwdriver . . . . . 
Screw Locking Device 
Seal . . . . 
Seat . ... .. . . 














Small Animal Equipment 
Socket . . . . . 
Sodium Hydroxide 
Soldering Gun . . 
Soldering Iron 
Solid Carbon Dioxide Storage Container 
Source . . . . . 
Soxhlet Extractor . . . . 
Spatula . . . . . . . . . 
Specific Gravity Balance 
Specific Gravity Bottle 
Spectra Cell 
Spectrophotometer 
Speed .... . 
Speed Control . 
Speed Indicator 
Spout .... 
Staining Dish . 
Staining Jar 
Stand . . . .. 
Standard Taper Ground Glass Joint 









STM . . 
Stool . 
Stopcock 
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118 , 119 
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Stopcock Grease 
Stopper .. . . 
Stopwatch . . . 
Storage Cabinet 
Strap . . .. . 
Suction ... . 












Tappets . . 
Telephone . 
Temperature Control Knob 




Test Tube Holder 
Test Tube Rack 
Thermometer . . . 
Thermometer (Electronic) 
Thermos Flask 
Thermostat . . . . . . . 
Thimble .. .. . . . . . 
Thin Layer Chromatography 
Thumb . .. 
Thumbscrew 
Time 
Timer . . . 
Time Switch 
Tin Snips . 
Tip . ... 
Tissue 
Tissue Grinder 
Tissue Processing Unit 
TLC . 
Tongs ..... . 
Top . .. . .. . 
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- A -
Acide acetique ... 
Acide hydrochlorique 












Aluminium, assiette en papier 
Aluminium, papier 
Ampoule en caoutchouc 
Appareil de papier collant 
Appareil respiratoire 
Aspirateur <pompe a eau) 
Assiette •....... 
Assiette d'evaporation . 
Autoclave ou steril isateur 
- B -
Baguette de verre 
Bain a eau . 
Bain a point de fusion 
Balance .•.•.•. 
Balance a densite specifique 




Basse pression, sous 
Batterie, chargeable et non-rechargeable 
Becher . . . . . . 
Bofte de steri I isation du plat de Petri 
Bouchon . . . . 
Bouchon d'arr~t . . . . . ... 
Bouchon d'arr~t en caoutchouc ou plastique 
Bouchon d'arr~t en verre ... 
Bou te i 1 I e . . . • . . . . • . 
Bouteille a densite specifique 
Bouteille a gaz 
Bouteille de Babcock . 
Bouteille de dilution 
Briquet a gaz 
Brosse .... 



















































Broyeur de tissus 
BrOleur 
Bureau . • 
Surette gradu•e 
- c -




Canne de verre 
Carnet .•.. 
Cartouche de Soxhlet 
Cartouche d'extraction 
Caust i que 
Centrifugeuse .... 
Centrifugeuse de Babcock 
Centrifugeuse, tfte de 
Centrifugeuse, tube de . 
Charniere ....•.. 
Charriot de laboratoire 
Chaud . . . . . . • . . 
FRENCH INDEX 
Chauffage d ' immersion 
Chromatographie a couche mince 
Chroma togr·aph i e, cabinet de 
Chromatographie, colonne de 
Chronome tre . . . . 
Cl• anglaise ..... . 
Cl• anglaise a bout ouvert . 
Clfs angla i ses, trousseau de 
Compteur ....•.• 




Couteau a canne de verre 
Couvercle .... 
Couverture anti-feu 




Cuve de comptage 
Cyl i ndre gradu• 
- D -
Danger ..••••.. 
D•bimetre ..... . 
Degr• moyen d ' humidite 
• 





















































Dissection, trousse de 
Diviseur 





Eau froide .. 
Echanti I loneur 




Electrophor•se a colonne de gel 
En panne •.• 
Entonnoir 





Etiquettes et affiches 
Etuve . . • • . • 
Etuve a vide •.... 
Evaporateur instantan~ 
Eviter le contact avec la peau 
Explosif ...... . 
Extincteur .•...• 
Extracteur de Goldf isch 
- F -
Fi ltre de s~paration ...• 
Fi ol e ......••.•• 
Flacon conique d'Erlenmeyer 
Flacon de compte-gouttes 
Flacon de distillation 
Flacon de Florence ••• 
Fla.con laveur .•••• 
Flacon ou plat de coloration 
Flacon volum,trique 
Fl uorom•tre 
Four a moufle 













































Gants ~ jeter 
Gants de caoutchouc 
Gants en amiante . 
Gaz 
Glace s~che, bofte • 
FRENCH INDEX 
Glace s~che, cuve de stockage de 
Graisse de bouchon d'arr~t •.. 
- H -
Haute pression, sous • , 
Homog~n~iseur ..•.. 
Homog~n~iseur l emulsion 
Horloge murale •.. 
Hotte de ventilation 
Hot te, u ti I i ser sous 
Hydrom~tre .•... 
Hydroxyde d'ammonium 
Hydroxyde de calcium 
Hydroxyde de potasse 








Kj e 1 dah I , fl aeon de . . . • . • • 
Kjeldahl, unit~ de digestion de 
Kjeldahl, unit~ de distillation de 
- L -
Laine de verre 
Lampe ~ alcool 
Lave-oeil 
Laveur de pipettes 
Laveur de verres 
Limeuse en m~tal 

































Loupe ...... . 
Lunettes de securite 
Lunettes, mettez vos 
- N -
Ni trogene <N2> ... 
Nettoyer, produit A 
- 0 -











Perceuse . . 
pH, appareil de mesure du 
pH, solution tampon 
Pilon et mortier . 
Pince 
Pince avec support 
Pi nee de burette 
Pi nee de Mohr 
Pince de tuyau • 
Pi nces • 
Pipette au zero automatique 
Pipette en seringue 
Pipette graduee 
Pipette volumetrique 
Placard de rangement 
Plaque chauffante 
Plat de Pe tr i 
Po ids 




Pompe A main 
Pompe A main, modele au sol 
Pompe A vide ..• • 
Pompe A vide et A pression 
Pompe A vide, mouvement de 
Presse hydraul ique 



































Raccord et douille 
Radiations, danger de 
Rfactif ....• 
Rfactif, dfsignation de 
Rechargeur de piles 
Rfcipient graduf .. 
Rffrac tom~ tre 
Rffractom~tre A main 
Rffrigfrateur-congflateur 
Rffrigfrateur, garder au 
R~gl e •••••••• 
Rfgulateur de pression 
Risque biologique 
Robinet •...... 
Robinet d'arr~t en verre 
Robinet - mflangeur d ' eau 
Rodage normal isf •••• 
- s -
Sac en papier 
Sci seaux 
Sciseaux pour aluminium 
Se au .•.••.•• · · 
Sfchage par fvaporation de glace 
Secours, trousse de premier 




Soupape en aiguille 
Spa tu le 
Spectrophom~tre 
Spectrophom~tre, cellule de 
Stfri le ....... . 
Stfril isateur 
Stfril isateur d'instruments 
Style A bille ....• 
Support A tubes d'essais • 
Support d'anneaux 
Support de bouteille A gaz 
Support de burette 
Support de creuset . 
Support de pinces 
Support d'fprouvette test 


















































Tableau ou carte p~riodique 
Table d'op#ration pour animaux 
Tab Ii er ..•..... 
Tabouret de laboratoire 
Tam is 
T#l#phone ..... 
Tenai I Jes , , • , . 
Tenailles aux pinces en aiguilles 
Tenailles coupe-fer 
Thermique, cordon 
Thermique, manchon . 
Thermometre .••• 
Thermometre a cadran 
Thermome tre #I ec tr· on i que 
Thermos, bouteille 
Tire-bouchon ... 
Tissu de lentille 
Tourne-v is . . 
Transformateur variable 
Tr#pied ......• 
Tube a point de fusion 
Tube capillaire 
Tube d'al imentation en eau 
Tube de culture 
Tuyauterie .••.•. 
Tuyauterie en caoutchouc 































Unit# de traitement des tissus . • . . . • • . . . 118 
- v -
Vapeur 
Verre de montre 
Verres • 
Vi de •. 
Vi scometre •• 

















Al kohol •... 
Ammoniumhydroxid 



















Batterie; Aufladenbar und Hichtaufladenbar 
Becher • • . • . . . . , . . 
Behalter aus Aluminiumfol ie 
Beruhrung der Haut vermeiden 
Beschriftungsgerat .... 
Bewegung des Pumpenrotors 
Bohrenspitze ... 
Bombenkalorimeter 





















































Dest ill ierkolben 
Damp.f ••••• 
Dest ill iertes Wasser 











































































Gasflasche oder Gasbehalter 
Gefahr .......•. 
Gefahr der biologischen Verseuchung 










Glass tab • • 
Glasstopsel 
Glasswolle . 













Handschuhe zum einmal igen Gebrauch 
Handschutz 
Hebelwaage 
He i~ ••• 
Hei~es Wasser 




Hydraul ische Presse 
Hydrometer ••... 
- I -
Im Kuhlschrank aufbewahren . 



















































Kaust i sch 
GERMAN INDEX 




Klammer der Gasflasche 
Klammerhalter 
Klammer mit Halter 
Klebebandverteiler 
KorKbohrer 
KorKen . . . • . 





Ku I turboden 
Kulturrorchen 
- L -







Leiter • • 




























































Mi krotom • 
Mixer 
Molekulmodelle 






Na tr i umhydrox id 





























































Rechner • • • • • 
Ref r al< tome ter 
Reinigungsflasche 
Registrierapparat 
Resp i ra tome ter . 
Retorte ••.• 
Retortengestel I 
Ruhrer • . . . . 
- s -
Salpetersaure 
Sa 1 zsaure 
Sauerstoff <02> 
Scheidetrichter 






Sc hme 1 z t i e ge 1 
SchranK ••••••••••. 








Setz die Schutzbrille auf 
Si eb ••••••. 




SpeK tra 1ze11 e 
Sp i r i tusl ampe 
Sprengstoff 
Spr i tzp i pet te 
Sp uh 1 becl<en 




Ster i 1 •••••• 




















































Steril isator der lnstrumente 



















T i sch 7 
Thermometer 76 
Thermometer mit Zifferblatt 76 
Trager • • • • • . • • • 90 
Trankrohr . . . . . • . 113 
Transformator <"Variac " ) 15 
Trennsaul e • • • . 96 
Tr i ch t er . . . . • . . . 104 
Trockeneisbehalter <Kohlendioxidsehneebehalter) 23 
Trockeneiskasten (zur Lagerung und Transport) 24 
Trockner . . 99 





Unter hohem Druck 
Unter niedrigem Druck 
- v -
Vakuum 
Vakuumofen . . . . . . • . . • . 
Vakuumpumpe <Drehkolbenolpumpe) 





















Warm und kalt Wasserhahn 
Warntafeln, Warnzeichen 
Waschvorrichtung fur Glass 
Waschvorrichtung fur Pipetten 





Zahl er .. 
Zange 

























a.parat destylacyjny .. .... . 
apara.t destylacyjny stosowany w metodzie 
Kjeldahla .......... . 
aparat do ozna.cza.nia. zawarto~ci wody 
aparat do przygotowywania. preparatdw 
histologiczn.,.ch .. .... . 
a.pa.rat do spala.nia prdbek stosowani1 w 
metodzie Kjeldahla 
apara.t Goldfischa .. 
a.pa.rat Soxhleta .... 
apa.ra.tura pomiarowa . 
apa.ratura rozdzielcza 
a.pa.rat Wa.rburga. . 
a.reometr ... . .... . 
autoklaw .. . ..... . 
automat do rotacyjnego przesuwania probek 
azot <H 2 > . . .............. .... .. . 
- B -
ba.dania mikroskopowe 
badanie przemian gazowi1ch 
bagietka szklana . 
barometr ...... . 
bateria ....... . 
bibula filtrac!:ljna 
bibulka do cz!:lszczenia 
biureta wielomiarowa . 
biurko ..... . ... . 
bomba kalor!:lmetr!:lczna 
buf or!:I wzorcowe . . . . 
butelka ........ . 
butelka do rozcierlczen 





ci~zar i sklad probki 
C!:jlinder miarow!:I 



















































Eksykator . . .. . . ... . 
Elektrody . . . . . . . . 
elektrof'oreza kolumnowa na zelu 
etykiety na odczynnikach 











gaz w butlach 
gilza ekstrakcyjna 
gilzy do probdwek wirdwkowych 
gl'owica wirdwki . 
gniazdko elektryczne . 
gruszka gumowa .... 
grzejnik zanurzeniowy 
- H -
homogenizator ..... . 
homogenizator emulsyjny 







































klatka dla zwierz~t 
klucz francuski ... 










komora do liczenia krwinek i drobnoustrojdw 
konieczna odpowiednia wentylacja 
korek . . . . .... . 
korek szklany . ... . .. .. .. . . 
korek z kory drzewa ........ . 
korek z otworem do wprowadzania lejka 
korkobdr ......... . . . . 
kran wodoci~gowy . . . ... . 









kwas solny .. 
- L -
lampka spirytusowa 




licznik kolonii .. 
linijka . 
lodowka z zamrai:alnikiem 
lupa 

















































lapa statywu ..... . .. . 
lapa statywu z l~cznikiem 
latnia wodna ... . . 

















motdzierz i pistol 
- H -
naczynia i ich zamkni~cia .. 
naczynie do batwienia 
naczynko z folii aluminiowej 
nalepka . . ... . .... . 
napisy i znaki ostrzegai~ce 
niebezpieczerlstwo ..... . 
niebezpieczerlstwo skai:enia biologicznego 
notatnik . . .... . .. . 
noi:yce do ci~cia blachy 
noi:yczki ..... 
- 0 -
ochraniacz dloni ... 
odczynniki chemiczne 
ogrzewanie . . .... 
okulary ochronne 







































POLISH INDEX page 188 
- p -
palnik . . . . . . . . . . 77 
papierki wskatnikowe 88 
para wodna 12 
parownica 27 
pH-metr . . 87 
piec muflowy 75 
piknometr . . . 70 
pilnik . . . . . 35 
pipeta automatyczna jednomiarowa . 65 
pipeta miarowa . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
pipeta n a pelnian a gruszk'l gumow'l 63 
pipeta strzykawkowa 62 
pipeta wielomiarowa 62 
pisak, flamaster 38 
plaszcz grzejny 74 
pluczka . . . . . . 106 
pluczka do pipet 124 
plytka Petriego 120 
podgrzewacz . . . 73 
podloia . . . . . . 120 
pod niskim cisnieniem 3 
podr~czne narz,dzia laboratoryjne 33 
podrtczny sprztt laboratoryjny 26 
pod wysokim cisnieniem . . . . . . . . 3 
poidelko . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113 
pojemni k do przechowywania suchego lodu 23 
pojemnik do sterylizacji plytek Petriego 121 
polarymetr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
pol'lczenie na standardowy szlif stoikowy 51 
pol'lczenie na szlif kulisty . 51 
pompa pr6iniowa . . . . . . . . 20 
pompa pr6iniowo-cisnieniowa 20 
pompka . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
pompka rtczna . . . . . . 21 
pompka rtczna <opierana o podlogt> 21 
pompka wodna . . . 21 
pompy pr6zniowe i powietrzne 20 
powietrze . . . . . . 12 
prasa hydrauliczna 85 
prob6wka . . . . . . . 52 
prob6wka bakteriologiczna 122 
prob6wka do oznaczania temperatury topnienia 79 
prob6wka wir6wkowa 90 
pr6inia . . . . . . 13 
prysznic . . . . . 1 
przechowywa~ w lod6wce 3 
przechowywanie w niskich temperaturach 23 
przenosne meble laboratoryjne . . . . 9 
przybory biurowe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
przyrz'ld do oznaczania temperatury topnienia 79 
przyrz'ld do rozwijania i ci'cia tasmy klej'lcej 37 
przyrz'ld do tloczenia napis6w na plastikowych 
nalepkach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
pudlo do transportu i przechowywania suchego 







r~czna maszynka do mielenia 
r~kawice azbestowe 
r~kawice gumowe ....... . 
r~kawice jednorazowe 
rozdzielacz, kontakt przeno~ny 
ruch wirnika pompy ..... . . 
ruchomy 5tolik laboratoryjny 








Smar do uszczelniania kurkow 
spektrof otometr . . . . . . . . . 
sprz~t do bada~ z uzyciem malych zwierz~t 
sprz~t do mierzenia objeto~ci cieczy 
sprz~t do mieszania i zgniatania 
statyw do biuret 
statyw do probowek .. 
statyw laboratoryjny 
statyw ramowy . . ... 
statywy 
ster1::1lizator do narzi;dzi 
sterylne 
stoper ..... . 
stol .... . .. . 
stol operacyjny dla zwierz~t 
substancja koroz1::1jna . 
suszarka ........ . 
suszarka prozniowa .. 
suszenie sublimacyjne 
syfon . .. . ...... . 
szafka laboratoryjna z blatem roboczym 




szcz1::1pce do ci~cia drutu 




























































~rdbokr~t. .. . 
- T -
POLISH IHOEX 
tabela ukladu okresowego pierwiastkdw 
t.a~ma grzejna 




t.ermos . . . . ... . 









uchwyt do biuret 
uchwyt. do mocowania butli gazowej . 
uchwyt do prob6wek . 
unika~ kont.aktu ze sk6r~ . 
urz~dzenia elekt.ryczne 
urz~dzenie do ci~cia szklanych rurek 
urz~dzenie do ladowania baterii 
uszkodzone . ........ . ...... . 
- w -
waga analityczna . ... . .. . .... . 
waga automatyczna jednoszalkowa 
waga do okre~lania ci~zaru wla~ciwego 
waga spr~:Zynowa ...... .. . . . . 
waga t.r6jramienna z przesuwnymi odwa:Znikami 
wata szklana .. . 
wiadro . 
wieczko , nakr~tka 
wiertlo . . ... . 
wieszak do suszenia szkla laboratoryjnego 















































POLISH INDEX page 191 
woda gor44ca . . . . . 12 
woda zimna . 12 
wodorotlenek amonowy 42 
wodorotlenek potasowy 42 
wodorotlenek sodowy 42 
wodorotlenek wapniowy 42 
wstr.,. ~ -:;arka . . . . . 82 
wyci~g . . . . . . . . . 6 
wyl~cznik zegarowy 30 
wyparka . . . 109 
wyposai:enie 11 
wyposai:enie zwi~zane z bezpieczeYlstwem pracy . 1 
wysoka szafka laboratoryjna . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
wysoka szafka laboratorujna z przesuwanymi 
drzwiami . . . . 7 
wysoka temperatura 3 
wziewnik . . . . . 4 
- z -
zaciskacz do rurek 
zagroi:enie poi:arowe 
zagroi:enie promieniowaniem 
zal6i: okulary ochronne 
zapalacz do gazu 
zapalki .. . . . 
zasada i:r~ca . 
zaw6r iglicowy 
zegar ~cienny . 
zestaw kluczy wpustowych sze~ciok~tnych 
zestaw odwai:nik6w .... 
























Acido Acetico •• 
Acido Clorhfdrico 
Ac i do N f tr- i co • 








Al coho I 
Alicates 
Alicates de punta fina 
Archivador 
Arc6n para hielo seco 
Are6metro ••• 
Armar i o ..•• 




Balanza analftica ••. 
Balanza digital .•.. 
Balanza para densidades 
Balanza para humedad 
Bano marfa .•.. 
Bano para punto de fusi6n 
Bar6metro 
Bascula . 
Baterf a • 






Bomba de vacfo 
Bomba de vacfo de Agua 
Bomba de vacfo y compresor 





















































Cabeza! de centrffuga .•.•• 
Cabeza! moltiple de centrffuga 
Caja de conexiones electricas 
Calculadora ...•• 




Cargador de baterfas 
Cartucho de extracci6n 
Clustico •.•• 
Centrf fuga •..•. 
Centrf fuga de Babcock 
Ci I indro de gas ••• 
Ci 1 indros para ester ii izar placas 
Cinta Adhesiva •.•• 
Cinta calefactora ••. 
Columna cromatogrlfica 
Comedero • • . • 






Cortadora de tubos de vidrio 
Cr iba •. 
Cr isol •••.•• 
Crisol de Gooch ••. 
Cromatografla en capa fina 
Cron6metro •..•. 
Cubeta de tinci6n .• 
Cubeta para espectrofotometrfa 
Cubo con asa • • • • 
Cuchara de agi taci6n 
Cuchar6n 
Cuenta colonias ... 
- D -




Destilac:i6n, aparato para 
Destilaci6n, matraz de 
Destilador de agua 
Destornillador 
Dill isis, equipo de 
Disec:c:i6n, equipo de 





















































Electoforesis en gel, equipo para 
Embudo . . . . . .•• 
Embudo de Buchner . . 
Embudos Buchner, conos de goma para 

















Est~r i l 
Esteril izador de instrumentos 
Estufa .... 
Estufa de desecaci6n 
Estufa de vacfo .. . 
Etiqueta ... . 
Etiquetado de Reactivos 
Etiquetador .... 
Etiquetas y se~ales 
Evaporador .... 
Explosivo ...•• 
Extintor de incendios 
Extractor de Goldf isch 
Extractor de Soxhlet 
- F -
FlotAmetro ..... 
F6sforos de seguridad 
Frasco cuentagotas 
Frasco de diluci6n 
Frasco lavador 
Frasco lavador de gases 
Fregadero . . . . . . . 
Frigorffico-Congelador 















































Gas , •. , , 
Goma, tubo de 
Gradi 11 a 
Granatario 
Grasa para buretas 
Gr ifo •• , , .•• 
Grifo combinado •• 
Guantes de amianto 




Hidr6xido Am6nico . 
Hidr6xido Calcico . 
Hidr6xido Potasico 
Hidr6xido S6dico 
Hoja de aluminio 
Homogene i zador· 
Homogeneizador de vidrio 
Hor·no .•.• 






Juego de pesas . • . . • 
- K -
Kjeldahl, equipo de destilaci6n 
Kjeldahl, equipo de digesti6n 































Laboratorio, carro de 
Lampara de alcohol 
Lana de vidrio 
Lapiz de cera 
Lavadora 
Lavador de pipetas 
Lavaojos 
Li bro de not as 
Lima 
Limpiador . 
Li of i Ii zador· 
Lu pa 
- LL -
LI ave Ajustabl e 
SP~JSH INDEX 
Llave de dos bocas 
Llave de paso de vidrio 
Llave de vidr i o . 
Llaves para tuercas hexagonales 
- M -
Mango de seguridad 
Manta calefactora . 
Manta contra i ncendios 
Mantener en refrigeraci6n 
Martillo 
Mascari 11 a 
Matraz de BabcocK 
Matraz de fondo piano 
Matraz erlenmeyer • 
Matraz Kitasato . 
Matraz volum~trico 
Mechero • 
Medio de cultivo 
Mesa 
Mesa de despacho 






















































Papel de filtr·o 
Pape 1 i ndi cador 
Papel limpialentes 
Peligro 
Pera . . . • 





Pi e 1 , e v i t e e 1 contact o con 1 a 
Pi nza .•••. 
Pinza con nuez 
Pinza de mohr . 
Pinza de sujeci6n para cil indros de 
Pinza para buretas 
Pinzas para crisoles ..... . 
Pinza para esmerilados de r6tula 
Pinzas para tubos de ensayo 
Pipeta aforada 
Pipeta automatica 
Pipeta graduada • 
Placa calentadora 
Placa de Petri 




Prensa hidraul ica 
Presi6n elevada . 
Presi6n reducida 















































Reg! a .... 
Reloj avisador 
Reloj de pared 






Si Ila o taburete de laboratorio 
Soldador 
Soluci6n tamp6n .. 
Soporte de aro 
Soporte o Emparrillado 
Soporte para buretas 
Sustentacion, m6dulo de 
- T -
Taladratapones 
Tap a .... . 
Tap6n .... . 
Tap6n de vidrio 
Tel~fono 
Tenazas .. 
Termo . . . 




T i jeras ..... 




Tubo de centrlfuga 
Tubo de cultivo . 
Tubo de ensayo 
Tubo de pl~stico 
Tubo de vidrio 













































Uni6n c6nica esmer1lada 
Un i 6n de r 6 tu I a 
Uni6n plana . 
- v -
Vacfo 
VAlvula de aguja 
Vapor • 
Varilla de vidrio 
Vaso de precipitado 
Veneno 
Vi al 
Vidrio de relc•j 
Vi scosf metro 
Vi trina de gases 
Vi trina de gases, usar en la 
Vo I t f me tr o-Amper· f metro 




















A9ma kapama du<jmesi 
Ag1rl1klar • • • • 








Aliminyum foil kapak 
Aliminyum kuru madde kab1 
Alkol 






















Ay1rma alet ve cihazlari 
Ayirma hunisi 
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34 I 36 
34 I 36 
9, 10, 18 
9 
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98 I 103 
45 
51, 55 
75, 78, 80, 118 
88 
18, 19 









Bilezikli dayama ayagi. 
Bir c;:e!ilit suzgec;: 
Bir c;:e!ilit elcek (cam c;:ubuk ic;:in) 
Biyolojik tehlike 




Boru veya hortum 
Boyama malzemesi 












Buro tipi dosya dolabi. 
Buyutec;: 
Buzdolabi 
Buzdolabi ve derin dondurucu 
Buzdolab1nda muhafaza et 
- c -
Cam 
Cama yazar kalem 
Cam balon 
Cam boru 














56, 59, 64, 67 
120, 123 
118 
















29, 32, 63, 67 
























































Delik . • . . 
Deney hayvanlar1 ic;:in ozel aletler 





Deri temasindan sakin 
Desikator • . . • . 




Dilusyon $i$esi .. 
Di$li musluk • • • . . . • 
Distile SU 
Diyaliz cihazi 












6, 8, 11 
82, 86 



























































Emniyet alet ve ekipmanlari 
Emniyet bilgileri 
Emniyet gozlugu . . . . . 
Emulsiyon homojenizatoru . . 
Erime noktas1 tayini i<;:in banyo 
Erime noktas1 tayin tupu 
Erlenmayer • • • . • 













3, 5, 6, 7 
0, 96 
120 
100 I 103 






97 I 103 
97 I 103 
7, 21, 26, 29 






94 I 103 
76, 80 



















73, 80, 99, 100 
103 
29, 32 













Gaz tiipii emniyet kemeri 
Giri~ • • • • • • • • 
Giri~ borusu • • • • 
Gosterge • • • • • • 
Gostergeli termometre 









Havan ve tokmak 










HN03 • • • ••• •• •• Homojenizator 
Hortum baglantisi 
Hot plate 
















13, 64, 65, 124 





68, 72, 100, 103 

































IQecek tupu • 
Ilk yardim kutusu 
Imbik (damitl.cl.) 
Imping er 
Ince ayar • 

















2 I 5 
Jel elektroforezi • • • • • • • • • • • • • 94 I 103 
- It -
Kaba ayar 








Kap tipi malzemeler 
Kapak •••••••• 
Kapak ayar kolu 
Kapakli deney tupu 
Kap1 • • • • 




















27 I 32 I 99 I 103 
113, 115,118,119 
120, 121, 123 
56, 59 
18 I 29 I 51 I 59 










118 I 119 






Keldal distilasyon unitesi 
Keldal yakma unitesi 
Kelebek vida 
Kepce • • • • • 
Kesici • • • • 
Kilit manivelas1 
Kimyasal madde 








Konik cam kap 
Kontrol lambasi 
Koruyucu gozlugunu tak 





Kronometre . . • • 
Kulp ••••.• 
Kul kabi (crucible) 
Kullanilip atilabilen eldiven 
Kurbagac1k . . . • . 
Kuru buz banyosu 
Kuru buz (C02 ) dolab1 Kuru buz kutusu 
Kurutma dolab). 
Kurutma f irini 
Kurutma kabi 













tipi el arabasi 
tipi sandalye 
tipi saat 



















































26, 32, 33 



















Masa . . • . 
Ma~a .... 
Ma~ali kiskac;: 
Matkap (kalem) seti 







Mikrometre . . . . . . . • . . . . . 
Mikroskop . . . . . . . . . . 
Mikrotom (kesit alma cihazi) 
Miktar . • . . . . 
Mineral uzakla~tirici 





NaOH . . . . . . 
Naylon torba 








Ofis tipi c;:ali~ma masasi 
Ohm 







117 I 119 
81, 86 
33, 36, 114 
6, 7 I 8 
2 I 30 
58, 59 
58, 59 

















20, 83, 89 





























6rnek koyma yeri 
6ze ve igne 
6zgul ag1rl1k terazisi 
- p -
Parmak . . . . . . 
Patlay1c1 (explosive) 
Pense • • . . . 
Pergel . • • . 
Periyodik cetvel 
Petri kutusu 
Petri kutusu sterilizasyon kabi 
PH 
pH metre .....•..••. 
Piknometre . . . . . . • • . 
Pil (~arz olabilir veya olamaz tip) 
Pil ~arjer (~arz aleti) 
Pi pet •......•... 
Pipet emic1s1 (zararl1 s1v1lar i9in) 
Pipetlik (yikama i9in) ...... . 
Plastik hortum 
Plastik su ~i~esi 
Polarimetre 
Pompa 






Rack . . . . 
Radyasyon tehlikesi 





























29, 32, 62, 63 






































Sivl. hacim ol9me malzemeleri 
S1cak ••••••••. 
S1cakl1k kontrol dugmesi 
Sicakl1k kontrol unitesi 












spektrof otometre tupu 
standart tra~l1 cam 



















































































ve ornek kompozisyonu 
Tai;;ima •••••• 
Tai;;ima kab1 • • . • • • 
Tai;;inabilir laboratuvar donanimi 
Tai;;1y1c1 • • • • • . • • • • 
Tedbirli ol • • • • • • • . • • • . 
Tehlike etiket ve ii;;aretleri 
Tehlike • • . • 
Tekerlek 
Tel keser (pense) 
Telefone 







Tetik veya zemberek 
Tipa • • • • 
TLC •••••• 
Top ve yuva i;;eklinde ek (cam malzelerde) 
Toplama kab1 • • . • • • • . • • • . • • • 
Tornavida • • • • • • . • • 









• 104, 107 












































79, 80, 90, 93 
113,115, 122,123 
18, 19 
53, 55, 122 
88, 93 




Uy ayak (li izgara) 
Uy kollu terazi 
Ust 






Vakum kurutma dolabi 
Vakum pompas.L 
Vakum ve bas~ny pompasi 
Vana 
Viskozimetre 

















Zaman . . . . 
ZamanlayicJ. 
Zehir . . . . . 








































52, 55, 97, 100 
101, 108 
3, 5 
30 
30, 32 
3, 5 
114 
